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The rationalised M. K. S. system of units 
is used in the present investigation. 	Howev'r, 
for certain parameters of the gas discharge (e.g. 
electron concentration, electric field gradient 
in the positive column) the c.g.s, system is 
retained. 
Jeotors 	UI 	 Lie 	sign is shown 
throughout thus -- , 4'ot reIios reasons. 
iii 
GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS USED. 
A parameter of the gas discharge. 
B 	- do -. 
D galvanometer deflection 
E electric wave field CE E 0cosut) 
as above 
electric fteld gradient in the positive column 
E' electric field of Lorentz polarisation term 
E 	€I 	E 0 008 c.t 
H magn tic wave - field 
H component of H in Z-direction 
I h.f, current density 
K dielectric constant of ionized medium 
K' complex dielectric constant 
K r relative dielectric constant (K.= K/K 0 ) 
K 0 dielectric constant of free space 
L mean free oath of the electrons 
L' L corrected for the effect of positive ions 
M mass of a molecule (or atom) 
P polarisation of a dielectric medium 
R power reflection coefficient of the iseharge 
R. radius of discharge tube 
T power transmission coefficient of the discharge 
T amplitude transmission coefficient 
T e electron tenmeruture ( ° K) 
T gas temperature 
V 	electron temp'rature (V) 
V potential difference across discharge tube. 
radius of cylindrical 1ave-gu1de 
b 	b 	m/24T 
- 4. 
C mean free path constant ( = 6.830 p ) 
length of positive column 
C charge on an electron 
mean collision frequency of electrons 
velocity distribution function of electrons 
do. with perturbation due to Imposed field 
f, expansion term of f (y) 
frictional force per unit velocity 
9, ty) expansion term in f() 
h,y) do. 
L 	tube current 
j 	.J(-t) 
4 ioltzmann 1 s constant 
, 	eigenvslue of the wave equation 
I. number of halfwavelengths in wave-guide 
M mass of an electron 
h 	electron concentration 
n, 	do. from measurement of J3 
n 2 do, 	 do, 
n o do. on axis of tube 
do. (average) 
R. do. (average theoretical) 
"e positive ion concentration 




	voltage stcnding wave ratio (V3WR) of the 
discharge. 
V 
rt 	VSWR of discharge ave-guide section 
S 	constant ( 	 -§,-") 
constant ( 	( 123 )2 ( 24k  
t 	time 
constant equal to 	2mt/Z31oe 
v 	speed of an electron 
do. in 'c-direction 
constant of the crystal response 
x- axis of co-ordinate system 
	
Y-axis 	 doo 
axis 	 do. 
vi 
Greek letters, 
CA attenuation constant of ionized medium 
phase constant 	 do. 
, phase constant of unionized medium 
Y 	propagation constant ( v 	-j(3 ) 
'r 	do. of tree space ( Y. 	j 3. ) 
loss factor in dielectric is tan 
constant of crystal response 
A 	function of 	and 0 
o constnt. 	9 = rnf/ 0 
i< absorption index of ionized medium 
? 	wavelength in 'ave-guide 
do. loaded with glass cylinder 
j..& 
	
	refractive index of ionized medium 
rmeability of free space 
complex conductivity of ionized medium (or - . ) 
o 	is above 
c 	Cs above 
correction factor in L for effect of positive 
ions 
'j' 	function of 	, (3 
angular frecuency of h.f. waves 
left and right hand sides of equation (BA) 
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ABSTRACT. 
The validity of the dispersion theory of 
electrons has been examined by transmitting 3 cm 
guided waves through a discharge and measuring its 
attenuation and reflection properties. Whilst 
a complete verification of the theory has not been 
possible on account of the effect of the negative 
glow, satisfactory agreement has been found for neon of 
high purity. For slightly impure gas ( < 10
2 
impurity) where the absorption is large but the 
reflection still small, the theory fails; an apparent 
reôcrr mean free path by a factor of about 4 is indicated. 
Other measurements for varying degrees of impurity 
indicate a large attenuation maximum for Impurity of 
about 10 -2 to 10 - '%. 	A qualitative explanation of 
the maximum is offered according to the 6kince 
between electron production from ionization by 
metastable atoms and ffootive electron loss due to 
the presence of molecular and electronegative gases as 
impurity. The microwaves have acted solely as a dis-
charge probe and preliminary measurements of electron 
density (iO ' - 10 cm ) in the positive column com-
pare favourably with estimates from the Langevin 
mobility equation, particularly at the lower tube 
currents. All propagation measurements have been 
conducted for gas pressures of 2 to 11 mm of mercury 
and for tube currents up to 10 n. 
A discharge tube suitable for insertion In cyl-
indrical wave-guide has been constructed. A 
calibration method of attenuation measurement using 
- la - 
over a 10 db range is diacussed. Results are 
produced for the reflection of microwaves 
from glass cylinders (open-end and tapered). 
CHAPTER 1, 
IWRODUCTION. 
The investigation of the propagation of high 
frequency electromagnetic waves through an ionized 
gas is a later development than the corresponding 
StAdy of the optical properties of dielectrics and 
metals, which can be interpreted according to the 
classical theory of dispersion. 	The electric wave- 
field influences the motion of the bound, or free 
electrons within the medium and expressions can 
be deduced for the dispersion and the absorption. 
If free electrons are involved, the conductivity of 
the medium can also be expressed in terms of the 
properties of the electrons. 	In an BflalOgOU8 manner, 
an ionized medium is dispersive to the propagation of 
electromagr.tio waves, 	The basic features of the 
dispersion theory of electrons as developed by 
Lorentz (1909), and subseuently by Eccles (1912) 
and Iarmor (1924) for the passage of radio waves 
through an ionized medium, can be retained. 
11. COndOtiOfl and Dispersion In an ionized 
gas 0 
The free electrons within a gas discharge are 
in a continual state of agitation with a velocity 
distribution which under certain ooncittiøns may be 
Maxwellian. On the application of a sinusoidal 
electric field to the gas, the state of agitation 
of the electrons is disturbed and biased in the same 
way as the steady else ron drift due to a d.c. field 
can be regarded as a bias on the state of agitation. 
The effect of the sinusoidal field can be considered 
as an oscillatory motion imposed on the electron; 
this motion is not simple harmonic since lectrone 
are continually in collision with gas molecules. 
Lorentz introduced a frictional term into the equation 
of motion of the electron to take account of these 
collisions. This term forms the mechanism for 
absorption of the electroxnnnetic wave; the energy 
of the oscillatory notion, as derived from the applied 
field, is dissipated by the collision process. 
The alternating field produces a current of 
electrons consistinr of two components, one in phase 
with the am plied field and the other in quadrature 
with it. 	The former, arising from the collision 
mechanism, determines the conductivity of the medium, 
while the cuadrature component due to electronic 
inertia, ives rise to the dielectric charFeter of 
the ionized gas. 	The ionized medium is dispersive 
&nd eirreasior.o cur.. l: forrc'd for tL' dielectric 
cons cnt K 	tbr s.iic con 0t5.vjtlT o,  (Arm. o-rdix 
= K 0 - 	rIe/m ( &u- f) 	(1) 
= re tf / m ( ut . f 1) 	 (p) 
-4- 
where m Is th 1ectron concentration, 
Q,m,the electronic charge and mass, 
w, the anu1nr frequency of the electro-
Magnetic aves, 
f, the mean collision frequency of the 
clectrons, 
ahct 	, t1- die1ctrjc constant of free apace. 
For an ionized gas, the dielactric constant di.io to 
free electrons is in every instance less than unity. 
The effect of ions in comparison with electrons can 
be nleoted for an examination of equations (1) and 
(2) indicates that the conductivity and the change 
In dielectric constant vary Inversely with the mass 
of the charged particle concerned. 
The concept of regarding the electrons within 
an ionized gas as the limiting case of bound eleotrone 
(use of the notion of collisional friction) has been 
ci'ItcIsed on acocunt of its artificiality and 
for not providing a proper average over niectron 
speeds (Darwin, 1934; Margenau, 1946). By an 
application of the Boltzmann transfer equation and 
assuming the validity of Ohm's law, It is possible 
to express the dielectric constant and conductivity 
of the Ionized gas In terms of the velocity distrib-
ution function f.cv of the elecx'ons of the gas 
and other gas disciarge parametrrs (see ppendix 1.b). 





m   
0 V 
and 	= 4, 11 	 (4) 
where L is the leotron en free path and v is the 
electronic speed. 
The literature toda7 generally refers to the 
complex conductivity of the ionized meiitq given by 
- 	 , where q. and 0 4 	are 
th' 
 
re.-.1 nd iaz1nary components of the conuuctivity. 
o' is related to the dielectric constant K by 
- 	• 	Here, the use of the dielectric 
con 	ii s hen rtajned. 	Therever it hrs been 
necessary for comparison purposes, values of 	have 
also been 4ven. 	The reL.itive dielectric consrtnt b(, 
is given by K/6 
The absorption of the Rlectromagnetic wave as it 
traverses a distance d of the ionized medium can 
be considered by applying transmissIon lin' th'ory. 
If the wuve be of the form 	 exp (jwt - z) 
the propegition constant y is defin-d y y c4 
'hre ø nd (3 &r- the attenuation and ph:,, constants 
rpective1y; z is b1i direction of the proption 
of the wave. 	1ur free apace propagtior., A 	nd 13 
arc rlated to 	nd irr h t ic-- rlatlons 
I3 2 _ . K 
1  2ø(3 	W 14 0 T), 
) 	
( 5) 
- .hre 	th 	rre U.L.L1 t, oi. tLE;1O-. ntic 
ionized medium, is taken to be that of free space 
In optical theory nalogous representation shows 
thst 
214 	z 	 (6) 
where 	and X &rG the refractive nd vbForrtion 
indices. 	lor propagation in a wave-guide, 
rlationa () must be replaced by 
f3 2 —As Z W 12 —Z 	 (7) 
2.3 
v:1ir 	, iie signvThue of the '::aze etion, has 
a value dependent on the wave-guide mode and cross-
section (see Appendix 2a for derivntion of equations 
(7)). 
Reference to equations (1) to (4) s}or,s thnt O 
and K can be expressed as Q iP md K' 1-n6, 
where , is the electron conntrat1on of the ionized 
as and A and B are parnmoters depending on the wave 
and collision treuencea, 	On substitting these 
expressions for q . cnd K in equations (7) qd 
eliiinatin h 
zi 	(8) 
mr:3, c constait foi'  r riven fre uenc t:n given 
weve-guide cross-section and mode, is equal to 
I.- 	. 	This equetion Is of considerable 
practical iiaportance in the prescnt investIgnt.on. 
The electron conoentretion has been eliminated end 
need not be measured. 	(I hRve noticed that an 
identical and independent derivation of eoiiatlon (8) 
has been formulated by Phelps, A.V., Fundingaland, 
O,T. & Brown, S.C., 1951). 	If It is desirable to 
— V — 
esti te th.c vrr e  electron concentration 
within the ionize 	the equation 
A 2 (s)/ t 6 lJ}(9) 
rnai be used. 	A sii:L1rr exTr.so1i in t rriz of ( 
(instead of c) can also be derived, 
So far the only forces considered acting on an 
electron are those due to the electric field and 
collisions. Considertion of other possible forces 
is given in Appendix 3. Provided there is no exter-
nally applied majnt1c field, plasma resonnce forres 
artificially produced by the existence of discharge 
boundaries are the only forces worthy of mention. 
The effect of collisions may be gener-alised. to embrace 
the following types of encounters: 
electron-neutral gas molecule 
electron-electron (electron interaction) 
a) electron-excited atom (collisions of the 
second kind) 
d) rlectron-positive ion. 
192, Review of experimental methods. 
Three basic rnthods have been developed in 
determining the dielectric constant and conductivity 
of an ionized mediuip, viz. (a) change in resonant 
freiuenoy, (b) transmission, (a) admittance. 	The 
choice of method deiends largely on the op-rating 
frequency, the geometry of the ionized sample to 
be used and the cu - .rent density of the discharge. 
Change in reaonrit frejuenoy. This is 
suitable for low current density measurements. The 
ionized gas fo2ms part of a resonant circuit in a 
transmission line. At lower frequencies, a Lecher 
wire system may be used (yen cir Pol, 1919; Appleton 
& Chapman, 1932, and many others) whilst at micro-
wave frequencies the gas is contained in a resonant 
cavity (Rose and Brown, 1952) 6 When the discharge 
is initiated, a change in resonant frequency is 
noted and the dielectric constant may be determtneC 
from such a measurement. The conductivity may be 
found by an additiiinal experiment: 	at lower 
frequencies an e-'..ternal resistance compensates for the 
resistance of the discharge, whilst at the higher 
frequencies a. trriamisaion method is used (Adler, 
1949). Some of the early experiments were marred 
by effecto e e  of the circuit conditions (e.g. space 
charge sheaths) but it would appear that apart from 
these effects, anj departures from the Tccles-Larmor 
theory can be explained according to pla-it-, rcjonance 
and plasma oscillations (See appendix 3). 
Trznsm.tssion. 	The waves are passed 
through a stratum of ionized gas and tl'eir absorption 
and reflection (or phase shift) measure • Measure-
ments of this kind must necessarily be conducted at 
very high or microwave frequencies. Thus, apart 
from the pioneer worX of Dnzer (1J29) and Rasselbeok 
(1932), all published literature on this method has 
been confined to the postwar period. Prctica1 
forms of transmission are fully discussed in 
Appendix 4. In this method, boundary problems 
may present difficulties. 
(o) Admittance. 	This metbod, suitable for low 
Q cavities or high electron densities (Rose & Brown, 
1952) has hitherto been little used (e.g. Everhart 
& crown, 1949 and Prime, 1952- b). The admittance 
of the system is found by measuring the standing 
wave ratio -.nd the position of t-'' fir3t minimum 
of the standing wave pattern in trnsis'ion line. 
The calculation of the complex conductivity from 
the admittance is difficult. 
1 9 3, The present investigation. 
In view of the practical importance of gas tube 
attenuators and gas discharge noise sources in 
microwave techniques (e.g. Pringle & Whitmore, 1953; 
Johnson & Derenier, 1951), 	it was considered 
valuable to develop the transmission method of 
investigation to a reasonable degree of accuracy. 
The results obtained by this method would thus have 
direct bearing on the practical forms of such tubes. 
Of ;aore importance from a fundamental point of view, 
was the need to relate the microwave measurements 
(the cond&ctivit; r and the dielectric constant K 
of the Ionized 	Lm) to the properties of the 
ionized medium (e.go mean free path) by means of the 
- LU - 
Eocles-Larnior theory tnd its devel pmente. In 
such an investigation, there are few published 
results available for neon gas: apart from the 
early investigations of Dsnzer (1929) and Hasselbeck 
(1932) mention may be made of Phelps et al. (1951) 
and the results of Hawkins (1952). 	The possibilities 
of neon were attractive for other reasons, A 
discharge in a rare gas Is more absorptive than 
in other gases, whilst neon, compared with the heavier 
rare gases has a much smaller Ramsauer effect with 
a possible simplification of theory. A comparison 
with helium Indicated that a larger absorption could 
be expected for a given current. Furthermore, although 
discharges in helium have been very fully treated, 
pLSSibly more attention has been paid to neon, 
(Druyvesteyn & Penning, 1940). 	If any obscure 
effects were noted, the extensive data available on 
neon discharges could be brought to bear on the 
problem. 
In the light of these considerations, it was 
decided to measure the absorptive and reflective 
properties of the positive column of a neon d.c. 
glow discharge by means of the transmission method 
In wave-guide, the investigation to be carried out 
over a pressure range of about 2 to 10 mm of mercury 
and at various tube currents for a frequency of about 
10 2,000 Me/s. 	The positive column Is readily amenable 
to theoretical treatment and the agreement between 
theory and experiment for this nortion of a glow 
discharge is good. Minor investigations to be 
conducted were (a) possible variations in absorption 
with alteration of signal level, (b) detection of 
microwave noise and its measurement, and (c) detection 
of plasma resonance effects. 	In case (c), it was 
understood that no resonance was to be expected for 
4 
concentrations below about 10 electrons per cc. 
for the frequency of the waves used (9400 Me/a). 
The main investigation shows that by applying 
eq rtion (8) to relate the measured values of 	and 
to the mean collision frequency of the electrons 
in the positive column calculated for a variable mean 
free path, a fair measure of agreement (to within 25%) 
is found for neon of high purity (iiipurity admixtures 
of < Thot io 	. 	Any discrepancy is.- most 
due to the liiitations of the exp'rimental 
arrarigemnt, which did not separate the effect of the 
negative glcw. It has also been possible to 
compute the electron concentration ( 	10° - 10 11 
electrons per c.c.) from the absorption measurements 
and a comparison made with the Schottky -Langevin 
formula for the positive column, since no probe 
measurements were undertaken. 	Good agreement 
is found for a tube current of 5 mAx for higher 
currents, there is a progressive divergence of 
agreement. Results of absorption and reflection 
are also available for neon of varying degrees of 
- 
purity. Higher attenuation values have been found 
for impure gas. The magnitude of the increase is 
quie unexpected, in some instances as much as 
thirty-fold depending on the degree of impurity. A 
qualitative explanation in terms of the ionizing 
properties of metastable atoms is offered to account 
for this effect. For slightly impure gas ( < 
impurity) where the absorption is high but t] 
tion low, an additional effect is noted: the value 
of mean free path is several orders of magnitude 
less than the accepted value. No expl*nantion is 
yet offered for this anomaly. No variations in 
attenuation with alteration of incident po'er level 
have been found over a range of about 300', to 2mW, 
a result in agreement with theory. The.crowaves 
at tis power level could thus be regarded as a gas 
discharge probe, altering in no way the velocity 
distribution function of the electrons or other 
discharge parameters. Microwave noise and plasma 
resonance have not been detected. The magnitude 
of the electron concentration is too small to prove 
the existence of the Lorentz polarisation term. 
In the interpretation of the results, it is 
accepted that the electron velocities are distributed 
according to Maxwell's law, a reasonable assumption 
for the order of electron densities involved. The 
electron temperature is estimated from accepted data 
on the positive column. The effect of the discharge 
- 13 - 
envelope (Appendix 2a) on the propagtion charac - er-
istics of the wave-guide is neglected and the 
assumption is made that the positive column can be 
treated as a slab of ionized gas 'itin the wave-
g4de. It is shown that the attenuation effect 
of the cathodic parts of the discharge (e.g, negative 
glow) is probably not greater than 25% of the atten-
uation in the positive column. 
In carrying out the main investigation a 
discharge tube has been designed to fit in a wave-
gAide enclosure, which loaded with the tube, has a 
voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) of 1.03 at the 
design frequency. However, this value may increase 
to 1.15 or more due to the effects of sputtering 
after a discharge has been maintained for some time. 
The variation in VSWR over a frequency bend of 300 
Mc/s is small (a low Q system). 	A calibration method 
of attenuation measurement is described using simple 
microwave components, yet having an accuracy of 
' 0.1 db. over a 10 db. range. 	Detailed discussion 
of some of the problems involved in this investigation 
is given in separate appendices. 
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21. The Microwave transmission line. 
The transmission and reflection of microwaves 
propagated intaa discharge were investigated on a 
transmission line composed of X band (3 cm.) wave-
guide operated in the (O iode. 	The essential 
features of this transmission m9tod are shown in 
the diagram of Fig. 1. The attenuation (i.e. the 
combined effect of absorption and reflection) of 
the discharge was determined by a substitution 
method. 	For a known setting of the calibrated 
attenuator and no discharge, power (continuous wave) 
from the klystron oscillator was transmitted in the 
line and detected In the crystal receiver. The 
discharge was then iniiated with a consequent 
reduction in the receiver level, which was restored 
to its former value by re-setting the attenuator. 
In this method, with the calibrated attenuator 
situated between the gas discharge and the receiver, 
a constant signal was incident on the gas discharge, 
regardless of the value of attenuation measured. 
Therefleotive properties of the discharge were 
determined by measuring the voltage standing wave 
ratio (VSWR) with a stnding wave meter placed between 
the discharge and the gener - tor. 
The practical arranernent used is illnstrstød 
:: - r4p 
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2. 	Microwave. 	transmission 	line. — prattc41 crrenCm€nt. 
in Fig. 2. The section within the dotted frame-
work comprised part of a Marconi R.F. test set. The 
power and frequency of the microwaves genrated in 
the klystron oscillator (723 A/B) were measured 
by the thermally compensated thermistor bridge and 
cavity wavemeter respectively. During the measure-
merit of power and frequency the switch connected 
branches A and B, whilst for transmission in the 
line, the switch was turned to join branches A and C. 
The range of power levels possible was from about 
100 	to 2 mW. 	All measurements were made at a 
frccjenoy of 9400 Mc/s. 	The node transducers at both 
ends of the discharge wave-guide section were tapers 
from wave-guide of rectangular cross-seetion to wave 
guide of cirou1tr cross-section (1 1 1 	ode). 	The 
poor matching features of these trrnsducers necess-
itated the use of triple-screw tuners to reduce the 
voltage sanding wave ratio (VSWR) of each transducer 
to about 1.02: ( the U-section was included in the 
matching of the trnnsducer section behind the 
discharge). The crystal receiver was is6lated from 
the line by attenuator No. 3 with an insertion loss 
of about 10 db. All wave-guide sub-sections, viz, 
the gas discharge, calibrated attenuator and receiver 
were matched to a VSWR equal to 1.10 or less; the 
VSWR of the generator was a difficult quantity 
to measure but no reaction was observed provided that 
about 10 db were inserted in attenuator No. 2. The 
- .1.0 - 
The tire atten.iators :ere of the resistive vane type, 
the attenuation being varied by moving the Vane 
from the wall towards the centre of the wave..guidr. 
The calibrated attenuator (No. 1), fitted with a 
micrometer bead for high accuracy when resetting, 
was calibrated by a method described in Appendix 5. 
The accuracy of attenuation measurement was about 
0.1 db. The U-section, 900  twist end right-angle 
bend sections were inserted in the transmission line 
for the sake of compactness. 
The performance of the co-axial standing wave 
meter was satisfactory. With a probe depth of 0.05" 
(10% of the wave-guide's smaller dimension) as used 
in the measurements of VSWR the voltage anti-nodes 
were displaced from their true positions by as little 
as 0.15% of the guide ave1ength. The probe 
penetration over the length of the carriage slide 
did not vary by more than 0 . 2%. Calibration of the 
crystal for similar conditions to that of VSWR 
measurements indicated negligible departure from square 
law operation ( 	.01 in values of VSWR) U The 
rectified curr.iit from the standing wave meter 
was detected by a sensitive galvanometer (full 
scale deflection of 1 jA), which was also used as 
the visual indicator of the signal level in the 
crystal receiver. 
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2.2. The discharge tube and its wave-guide 
!ction. 
The construction of the discharge tube was 
determined by microwave propagation Considerations 
and the desire to initiate a glow discharge with a 
sufficient length of positive column. The tube, of 
as uniform a bore as possible and fitting neatly within 
the encasing wave-guide structure (Fig, 3), was made 
of Kodial glass, which has a low microwave power loss. 
In view of the experimental nature of the arrangement 
it was not considered justified to use expensive 
fused quartz, which has a much lower lose factor, 
(see Appendix 7). The discharge tube (Fig, 4) 
closed at both ends by tapers of about 4 cm in length 
was made in two actions A and B, each of which 
having been ground to the desired length for minimum 
microwave reflection, was the equivalent of a glass 
c;,lindep of length an integral number of 1f-rcvp_ 
lengths, In this instance, the Wavelength 	ws 
the wavelength in the wave-guide loaded with the glees 
cylinder. For the detailed experimental results 
of the reflection from glass cylinders, see Appendix 
6. The two sections were carefully sealed at C to 
minimize distortion of the glass wall, The exhaust 
tube and the cylindrical out in the wave-guide 
section (discussed later) were considered together 
with section A when the re.uired length of A for 
minimum reflection was found. The VSWR of a well 
- IU - 
constructed tube was as lw as 1.03 at the desired 
frequency (of. Johnson & Deremer, 1951), and the Q of 
the ave-dde section, loaded with a discharge tube, 
was low. 	The electrodes 'ere constructed of molybd- 
enum rod, 1 mm , in diameter. 	Then the discharge 
tube was inserted in its wave-guide section the elec-
trodes were arranged normal to the microwave electric 
field, so that reflection from them was reduced to 
a mini ium. 	Reflection from an electrode and its 
glass seal corresponded to a VSWR of about 1.02, The 
?source, electrode (nearer to the aour - e of microwave 
power) was situated 	from the sea). at C. so that 
the discharge boundary at the generrtor side correspond-
ed to correctly terminated conditions for microwave 
transmission, 	The sloadl electrode (nearer to the 
load end of the transmission line) was user as the 
cathode, except where stated in the results. After 
the electrodes had been carefully sealed into the 
discharge tube, they were cleaned initially by electro-
lysis in a 20% solution of sodium hydroxide, a copper 
wire acting as the cathode (Partridge, 1949). The 
electrodes were ground down till they were almost 
flush with the outer surface of the glass wall. 
The discharge tube wave-guide section, Ii own in 
Fig. 3 was fabricated in four parts from cylindrical 
brass wave-guide of (7/8") 22.2 mm bore. Sections 
3 and 4 were taken apart when the discharge tube was 
J.9 - 
inserte ; 	:h flanges F were out ith sni-cylindr1ca1 
slots to convey the exhaust tube of the discharge 
envelope to the gas filling system. Section 2 was 
made in several lengths to suit the particular length 
of discharge tube used. The sets of flanges I), E 
and F. tach sandwiching a thin copper gasket (0.1 mm 
thick) to ensure good electrical contact, were 
secured by bolts and nuts. 	Eternal onnect.on 
with the electrodes was made by electrode contacts 
screwed into 4 mm diameter holes tapped in flange 
sets D and E, at the joins between the flanges. 
The electrode contact at E was insulated from the 
wave-uide by a Perspex sleeve. The contact at D, 
spring loaded to avoid any risk of breaking the glass-
to-metal seal of the coincident electrode, was screwed 
directly Into the "ave-guide. Thus any leakage 
of microwave power through the contact at E could not 
make its way behind the discharge tube to the receiver 
via the contact at D. Leakage via the cylindrical 
slot at F (equivalent to a wave-guide of length 3 cm 
operated below cut-off) was negligible, being 80 db 
below the incident power level to the discharge tube. 
The size of the cylindrical slot In F (1.0 cm dia,) 
represented a couipromIe between the needs of a large 
exhaust tube to facilitate pumping and a small 
diameter hole to reduce reaction. In Fig. 5,G shows 
the position of the slot relative to the field pattern 
of the H mode, In this position, disturbance of 
20 
the field was minimised. The holes for the electrode 
contacts wero made at H; the ,ositjon of one 
electrode is shown by the broken line. 
The performances of the wave-guide section 
and of two discharge tubes are set out in Appendix 7. 
2.3. The discharge current control circuit. 
The high potentiel supply to the discharge was 
a well stabilized power pack (Cintel) with a maximum 
potential of 2kV and an a.c, ripple of less than 
20 millivolts. This supply was used for tube currents 
up to 5 mA; for larger currents a 3kV rectifier 
supply was in operation, but the a.c, ripple was 
greater. Very stable tube currents were attainer 
with both supplies. A chain of wire wound resistors 
was placed in series with the supply, discharge tube 
and milliammeter. The potential difference across 
the discharge tube was measured by a high resistance 
voltmeter. An electrostatic voltmeter was also used 
but its soalelibration was inadequate to check 
constancy of potential drop to within a few volts 
(see action 2.5.). 	Attenuation measurements of 
the gas discharge were not affected by changing from 
one surply to the other. The voltmeters were 
disconnected during such measurements, 
2.4. The gas filling system, 
The discharge tube was filled with neon from 
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The tube was not sealed off from the system after gas 
filling, thus enabling the pressure of the gas to be 
changed readily. 
The pumping of the system was carried out by a 
vapour pump ('Metrovact type 02) backed by a rotary 
Oil pump ('Speeilvac' type 1SP3O). 	The expected 
ultimate vacuum for the vapour pump filled with 
silicone DC 703 was 10 mm of mercury or less, but no 
high vacuum pressure measurements were made. A trap 
filled with phosphorous pentoxide was placed betwn 
the two pumps. 	The gas bottle Contained s'ctro- 
scopically pure neon, with a small amount of helium 
(not greater than 1%). Prior to breaking the seal 
of the bottle, the space between the bottle end stop-
cocks C cnd. D s'vacictd a4thoroughj.y as possible 
over a loi, 	r1ci,. th 	 Baked simultaneously. 
The large bore stopcock C permitted the rapid 
evacuation of this space, after which the stopcock 
was closed ii rmanent].y. Leaking of the neon into 
the manifold was etecte' by the stopcock D. Its 
solid key was bored with a tine capillary and gas leak 
rates of about 1 mm of mercury or less per rilnute 
were quite feasible. 
The differential manozn'ter was used to measure the 
pressure of the neon in the range of 0 to 12 mm of mer-
cury, The fluid was silicx)ne D0703, with a magnific-
ation factor compared with mercury of 12.45 at 20 0C. 
The manometer scale was calibrated in equivalent milli- 
- 22 ON 
metres of mercury. The 4u1sh action of this ty a 
of manometer was eliminated by changing the pressure 
slowly; solubility of the neon in the silicone fluid 
was not observed. The aphericnl bulbs above the 
manometer limbs acted as safety traps for the silicone 
fluid in the event of accident. 	The estirnate 
accuracy of measurement of pressure was about 0.02 mm 
of mercury. Desorption of gas in the manometer 
considerable, since the manometer could not be baked. 
Fig, 7 indicates the rise in pressure in the closed 
(left-hand) limb from the time of sealing it off from - 
the pumps, for differ. nt stages of pumping. 	Curve 
4 shows that having pumped the manomotr for . 50 hours, 
the rise in pressure was 0.07 mm of mercury after a 
further 30 hours. For a series of meaauremons 
extendinj over several hours, the error in pressure 
measurement due to desorption was negligible, provided 
the manometer had been pumped for such a long ti-e. 
The number of stopcocks was reduced to the minimum, 
using four on the manifold. 	The grease USOtI for 
lubrication was Apiezon L. Stopcock E served a dual 
purpose. It isolated the manometer from the manifold 
when the latter was opened to the air and so avoided 
the necessity of reumping the manometer for a 
piriod. 	Secondly, stopcock E was closed as soon as 
gas had been introduced into the system, as an extra 
precaution aginst any risk of gas impurity from the 
manometer. It was not considered neeecRrv tn Ir* 
the elaborate precautions of Alpert, Matland & 
McCoubrey (1951) with their n"ll-reading absolute 
manometer. 
The gas filling system was ms& of Pyrex glass, 
except for the discharge tube (Kodial glass) and the 
calcium mirror bulb (soft glass similar to B.T.H. 
C 19). Grad'd glass seals conncted the discharge 
tube and bulb to the manifold. 	The Pyrex glass 
and discharge tube could be baked at a ternerature 
of 3000C - 350°C using a flexible heating tape 
wound round the glass and suitably lagged. The baking 
temperature for the soft glass was about 275 0C, In 
the close proximity of stopcocks the glass was 
desorbed initially using a high tre usnoy coil. 	ft 
calcium mirror (Dushman. p. 658, 1949) deposited 
in vacuum purified the neon used in the discharge. 
The mirror bulb was a 100 Watt (12V) projection lamp 
with a thick tungsten apir1. The lamp was opened 
and a pellet of freshly out calcium metal (about 
20 mg) placed in the spiral. The lamr was then 
se3led on to the system as close as possible to the 
discharge tube. After evaporating the calcium, the 
resultant mirror was completely opaque and covered 
an area of 100 cmt. 	Such a mirror seemed adeouate 
for t.Le volume (about 800 c.c.) of the system beyond 
stopcock 13. No refrigerant traps wer- used, nor was 
any mercury vapour present in the system. Blears 
(1951) and Letupioki & McFarlane (1951) have found that 
- 24 
silicone fluids can be decomposeI in discharges with 
the formation of semi-condicting films, which can 
be very troublesome in electron manipulation techniques. 
It appeared that no troble would be caused in .a glow 
discharge frqm such a source and this rssumption was 
Justified by the results, 
2.5. Gas filling procedure and el'ctrode 
cleaning, 
Stage 1: Pumping procedure. 	The glass in the 
vicinity of the stopcocks was desorbed as well as 
possible usin: a Tesla coil at backing pressure 
(about 4.10 nam of mercury). The vapour pulp was 
then switched on; pumping proceeded for a long 
period (about 60 hours), during which time sections 
Of the gas filling system were in turn baked at a 
temp&rature of 3000C -3500C for at least one hour. 
After the evacuation, the calcium pellet in the 
tungsten spiral was heated to a red-orange heat 
for about li hours to desorb the calcium; finally 
the calcium was evaporated slowly during a period 
of 2 hours. (Dushman, p. 660 0 1949). 
Stage 2: Preliminary cleaning of cathode, The 
electrodes were cleaned under the action of the 
electrical discharge, since a high fre•uency heater 
was not available. 	Neon was introduced into the 
system at a pressure of about 5 mm of mercury iind 
sputtering of each electrode (acting as cathode in turn) 
- 
was carriei out fo several rnLnutes at a current of 
5 mA, The electrode to be used as cathode during 
the attenuation measurements was then sputtered for 
a longer period at the same current, until the 
negative glow changed to a cylindrical glow. 
(Formerly, the rod electrode alone acted as cathode, 
but at this stage the snuttered molybdenum film on the 
interior glass surface of the tube acted likewise, 
The complete cathode c nsisted of a thin hollow 
cylinder with the rod electrode normal to the cylinder 
axis and situated approximately centrally within 
it' 	The re. aureole in the Faraday dark space was 
faintly visible after the formation of the hollow 
cathode, indicating a gas irn wit, probhlv 	than 
0.05 	(See Appendix 8). 
Stage 3: Further cathode cleanii. 	The 
system was repumped overnight and the ischarge tube 
baked at a tnperatAre of 3300C. 	before sealing 
off the manifold from the pumps more calcium was 
evaporated slowly for 15 minutes. On paing the 
disciarge at a gas pressure of about 5 mm of mercury, 
the red aureole was distinctly seen for all currents 
up to 5 nA. The current was then increased to 10 mA, 
and the cylindrical film of molybdenum became thicker 
after considerable sputtering at currents between 5 
and 10 mA. During this cleaning process, the red 
aureole became more and more emphasized. Finally, 
the other electrode (acting as cathode) was sputtered 
pe,j QcLYeote. 
'4 





prcsiare - 204 rnfl H5 ; crerD 	8rnF. 
for 10 minutes at a current of 10 mA, 
Stage 4: High gas purity, The final purification 
was reached by a repetition of the pumping schedule 
of stage 3, tc11owei by periodic passage of the 
discharge at a gas pressure of 5.15 mm of mercury, 
The operating potential across the tube was then 
constant and there was no change in the measurement 
of microwave attenuation after the discharge had been 
maintained for some time, or after leaving overnight 
without initiating the discharge. The red aureole 
(plate 2) filiing the Faraday dark space was very 
bri,b.t, but not so bright in the space on the other 
side of the negative glow from the positive column. 
For the microwave measurements at the higher pressures 
(viz. 8.06 mm and 10.97 mm of mercury) gas w8j3 
added to that already in the tube at a pressure of 
5.15 mm of mercury. For the gas filling at 2 9 04 mm 
of mercury pressure, the system was repumped for half 
an hour, without any baking of the discharge tube. 
At this pressure, period r*ssage of the discharge 
increased the intensity of the aureole, and eventually 
the potential difference across the tube remained 
steady, despite further passage of the discharge. 
In producing a discharge in gas of high purity 
by this method, the sputtere.i cylindrical cathode 
played a decisive role. The abnormal glow distharge 
(the rod eltjotrode alone) was converted to a nearly 
- 27 - 
normal glow, (rod and oylindr as cathode). Thus 
higher tube currents were available to clean the rod 
electrode more thoroughly under the action of the 
discharge w!it 	nliwly formed cylindrical cathode 
was largely free of impurities. It has since been 
noted that a similar method was adopted by Penning 
and his co-workers to produce a pure molybdenum 
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3.1. 	tr.ntion of the propagation constants 
of the pure ionized gas, 
The measurements of the attenuation q (In db) and 
the voltage standing wave ratio r of tc disc3ier7e 
are recorded in Fig. 8 and 9. The values of 
are expressed in the form of the power reflection 
coefficient R of the discharge, using th rrlation 
R = 	(r- i) 1 	- 	( r - 	
(10) 
t Is the voLt,c,e stadinvav r.tio 
z,charge wave-guide section without initiation 
of the discharge. 	Due to the pf'erof sputtering 
(mainly of tL 1 scurce' electrode), Yt as no longer 
of the order of 1.03; it had increased to 1.27 
- 1.30 (Appendix 7). In view of the comparatively 
small reflection from the discharge itself, the reflec-
tion from the discharge wave-guide section could not 
be neglected, and equation (10) was regarded as a use-f 
tul approximation for the determination of H 	For 
the current range used, the maximum reflection from 
the discharge itself corresponded to a VSWR of 1.38. 
While there Is an expected increase of attenuation 
and reflection with tube current and pressure, two 
anomalous results are immediately apparent, viz, the 
attenuation curve for a pressure of 2.04 mm of mercury 
and the reflection curve for 5.15 mm. Absorption in 
the discharge is the rincirl cuuse of atten'ation 
( 	95% or greater), reflection accounting for the 
xemai - r. 	It is assumed ,,_at all the attenuation 
is confined to th' positive column; 	the anode glow 
has negligible effect, but the contribition from 
cathodic parts of the discharge, in particular from 
the negative glow, deserves special attention. In 
section 3.6, it is shown that this is probably 
not greater than about 20%. In the meantime it is 
neglected, 
Conideretion of the discharge (in t)- is discuss-
ion, the positive column) boundaries presents 
difrleultjes. 	At the anode end of the positive 
column, the boundary Is sharp, but no such 'rell-defined 
4. terndnttjon exists between the Feraday dark space 
and the T:OSitiVo column: nevertheless, the assumption 
is made that the positive column can be treated as a 
cylindrical slab of ionized gas, with the drection 
of propagtIon of the electro n c ti 'rve normal to 
the 	. 	For tL 	es of at ::: 13 	sei, i.e. 
amll CK 	.d lar 	13 , t 	 .ssion 
coe.. 	T is xJL(— 	4 ), viher of 	the length 
of the pOs.tiv(- column (Appe::.: 7b). Using t 
LL 	(T' ), 	s related tc 	by 
	
i/e•cs 	d. 	 (il) 
i iIX 2b, 
3= 0 ('— 	 s/S)/(l-. v'R )  
or 
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depending on the boundary conditions cho-"n. P , 
the phase constft fcr f - e' s-rce 1-9 	url to 
( x 	jp 	 r' t) 	n FY 	r_cfr.) • 	1Jjn' 
the relations (ii) and (1'), 	'c (3 	determined 
from the measurements of at  
The maximum difference in values of 3 i using 
(12B) instend of (1A) was only a f 	-- cent. 
The leng;h d f the positive column was measured 
from photographs of the discharge and was about 0.11 
M. 	The precise value dr1 d on the tube current 
and pressure. Curves of 	ainst current for 
various gas pressures (Fif. 10) are sirdler to those 
of Fig. 8 in view of equation (11): d differed 
little over the range of currents uc' • 	The cuves 
of (3 	rus tube current (Fig. 11) are nearly linear. 
The doree of impurity admixture from the cathode 
and other sources is estimated to be less than 10 f. 
3.2. The mean collision frequency of electrons 
in the positive column. 
The mean collision frequency can be expressed 
in terms of the electron temjerrtu3e V (expressed 
in volts) and the moan fro path L of the electrons 
by ti 1ation = CZe/) 4 / L • 
definition of 	 i, rc T e b:: ev 3 -T/& 
Is here employed. (- , Loltzmanns constant). 
Values of 5 derived 'v, the above relation are 
tabulated at the end of this section. 
- ;jJ. - 
The electron temperature V of the positive 
column was not measured; instead an estimate was 
Hirchert (1931) for a tube of 2 en bore (the same 
as the present tube) at a current of 50 mA. While 
this current does not met the range of currents 
:iol; 	r - c: 	t j. 	1,1 1p t 
for the pressure used (except possibly 2.04 
iini of mercury), little dfference can be expected 
in V for 5-10 mA as compared with 50 mA or even 
303 mA. The theoretical values of Engel & Steen-
beck (1934) are in rather good agreement with the 
values of V of Seeliger and Hirrher't (for 300 mA) 
and iJyterhoeven (1938) for 250 m/t. 	The present 
estimate of V as tabulated below is prokably 
accurate to within 10-20%. 
The fullest results of the total collision eff-
iciency in neon are given by Maier-Leibnitz (1935) 
for the extergy range 0-28 V. 	After correcting 
the data for the forward scattering of electrons 
in neon, tL' . nxi free path can be expressed as 
L - l/. v" ( ruithof & Druyvestyn, 1937), w-re 
-4 
cron speed and C = 3.8 10 p, p 
being the gas pressure. The tabulated values of 
L have been calculated by this formula for a mean 
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Fip. 12 • Correction fRetor <0 for scattering 
of electrons by rosittvp ions. 
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temperature. 	If tie 1eetron concentration in the 
column is high, correction of the mean free path is 
necessary to account for the scattering if electrons 
by positive ions. Using the relation quoted by 
Druyvesteyn & Pin' ('. 1. 7, 197 	he erecte' 
..canf'rEe:.th 	L' 	i/(L'-) 
iTn 6 	 _____ 
4. 	T9z 	 n 	e2. 
Fig. 12 indc tee the tanitucie of 	for 	:iven 
electron concentrtion n • 	The concentration 
of positive ions n has been taken as equal to 
(condition of a rlasma) and the gas terrrature 
cs 3000 R, since there wis ii tie heating of the 
disc rge. For an electron concentration of 10" cm 
the mean free path is reduced by a factor 1.7 at 2 mm 
of mercury; at 11 mm of mercury the reduction factor 
is only about 1.2. 
Pressure p fl..ectron 	t ]er :. :r - 	2. V IC L 10 
(aim Eg) (volts) (cr) (sec ' 	) 
1) t_. 	
-. . - 
5.l Z . . 	.'.. 
8 1 06 ,2 1,95 4.50 
10.97 2.1 1.47 5.84. 
3.3. Test of the aispersion theory of electrons. 
By combining the measurements of ok snd p (section 
391) with the estimated collision fre uency (section 
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persion theory cf electrons, usin: equation 8). 
A restatement of 	itor for the conditions of 
the experim3nt ( 	<< S - 
S-  p) / a t3 	2w8/ 1 
It is noted that 	e left hand side ( siri:. 	, ) 
of the equation contains the propagntion con 	. of 
the ionized nei:' 	rived by experiment; the 
j 	 L 
chosen. 	The theories are labelled thus: 
Number 	 Theory 	 Hefrnoe 
1 	Appleton - Ch.pman  
2 	 pend.ix 10.j- 
14 	 1/1. f sose (a) 
.endix l( j - 
ion (17) 
fltL.43fJ 
t.Ch 	(U2>) f2 fo: 	1, c'  
m(wL) 2/2 A Tc, 	P 	 (Margenau, 1946) for theories 
J , ; 	lfl1 	for 	 es pressures used. 
Thc rutio 	/ a 2 i s e4ual to '.x ity when there is 
completo rcodllt between the microwave measurements 
and the dispersion theory. 
Val -'Ies of this r&.tio are plotted in Fig. 13 and 
14, without any correction being made for the scatter-
ing of electrons by positive ions. The curves are 
linear, except for the portion at the higher currents 
in the case of 10,97 mm of mercuy. This detarture 
I corresponds to the nding of the curve for 10.97 
mm in Fig. 9. There is a distinct approach to unity 
with increase of current, except for 2.04 mm of mercury, 
which is ocnsid#red separately. 	The results for 
10.97 and 8.06 mm of mer1ur7 are almost identical; 
the higher ratio in the case of 5.15 mm of mercury 
corresponds to the anomalous p1acin of its reflection 
curve in Fig. 9. 	A1thouYi the agreinent is better 
for the simplest theory (No. 1),theory 2 e 
exact, 	Fig. 10 	 t 	 / 	for 
a variable  
of 8.06 mm of mercury; no correction is made for 
the effect of the positive ions in order to avoid 
complication of the integrals. Compared with theory 
free path, there is an increase 
15%, the nearest approach 
to 	 1.62 at a current of 10 mA. 
Correction of tho mean freepath for positive 
ion scattering increases the slope of the curves 
(Fig. 15) which are no longer linear, 	 only 
partially account for the variation . 7/I 	th 
current. (The values of t.e correctjo 	' 	4' 
were ce1ou)t ted using the estiraated electron 
by method 1 - section 3.5. 	The magnitude n çb is 
probably an over-estimate since the electrc' n een- 
tration by method 1 is too high). The rat 	Z/E2. 
for 2.04 =a of mercury is quite inconsistent ti 
the other results. Reference to the gas filling 
- 
procedure (section .5) indicates a diffex nce 
in the manner of filling for this pressure as compared 
with the other pressures. The gas was most 
1iie1y not of the same high purity, as shown by an 
increase of 17% in the microwave attenuation at a 
current of 10 mA after leaving the discharge tube 
in a resting state overnight. The anomalous result 
as obtained here is also consiatnnt'tth the results 
of neon i.'rith small rdmixtures of impurity (section 
3.?). 
An explanation may also he offered for the 
systematic departure of Y/2  from unity. 
Reference to the measurement cf Electron density n 
(section 3.5) indicates a considerable discrepancy 
between the values of h determined from reflection 
measurement (method 1) and from attenuation 
measurement or the theory of the positive column. 
In view of tLiS it is reasonable to suppose that 
the values of (3 for the positive column are somewhat 
in error. The effects of sputtering on matching 
features of the discharge wrve-guide section may be 
the cause: however, a more likely explanation is 
that (3 is determined by the higher electron concen-
tration in the negative glow (section 3.6). 	A recal- 
culation of A may be made using estimated values 
of the electron concentration in the column. It is 
not possible to use h2 values (from attenuation 
measurement) since they are themselves dependent on 
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the dispersion theory. The only available dats 
are from the Langevin equation (Fig. 20 A). On 
accepting these theoretical values of m for the 
two gas pressures, 5.15 and 8.06 mm of ircury (tube 
current of 5 mA) and inertinr the calculated values 
of 	in equation (8A), 2/ 	is equal to 0.75 for 
both rres3ure3, 	falowanoe (about 20) has been made 
in 0 for the absorption in the negative glow and the 
values of E E.re computed for a variable mean free 
path. 
It is concluded that whilst a complete verification 
of the dispersion theory has not been possible on 
account of the effect of the ngative glow, reasonably 
good agreement has been found between theory and ex-
periment considering the approximations necessary. 
Additional note. 	In the case of theory 3 
(variable L), B/A (equation 17) was computed for v, 
corresponding to 10, 12 and 16 cv. The negligible 
difference in B/A over this range of v, indicates 
that equation (17) is a reasonable approximation. 
3 9 4. The dielectric constant and complex 
conductivity of the ionized gas,  
The dielectric constant and conductivity of the 
gas discharge may be calculated from equations (7) 
using the values of d and i3 from exoeriment (section 
3.1.) 
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For t 3mal1 as is the case here, the first 
relation yields 
(c2 
. 13t) / 
k being the relative dielectric constant. 	Values 
of K are shown in Fig. 17e The anomalous position 
of the curve for 5.15 mm of mercury again corresponds 
to its position in Fig. 9. 	The results of sections 
3.5 and 3.6 indicate that the values of ki, correspond 
to the electron density within the negative glow and 
not in the positive column. 	The specific conduct- 
ivity c (Fig. 18) is computed from the second of 
equations (7). Since p is reduced with increasing 
cufrent, the curves of o against tube current are 
more linear than the curvs of ô'. against current 
(Fig. 10). 	The values of ire are those for the 
positive column. 	Corrections of o', for t 	effects 
of the negative glow (i.e, reduction of o end 
increase of 3 ) more or less compensate each other, 
particularly at the higher currents. 	The ininary 
Coocit 	of the co;r1ex conductivity ( 	 ' ) 
ma he coie ued, 	' -.he relation 	 - 1(r) 
3.5. Measurement -of  the electron ooncentretion ii 
Although no probe measurements were undertaken, 
the electron concentration can b estctec 
the microwave measurements. Two ar roaches are 
possible depending on the assumptions made. A 
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results as well as with the est1'ate of n from 
the Langevin mobility equation for the positive 
column. 
Method 1 is based on the rlspersion equation (1) 
for w, 5 	, and the formulation of the boundary 
conditions of the column. 	Equation (1) for 	"F 
remains unchanged if the statistical approach (use 
of F,cv) ) be considered. 	In the computation 
of the electron concentration h (1abelld n 1 to 
distinguish between the methods of comnutation), 
n 1 a 	Mw K. (i K r ) / t 
is use. 	Curves of n 1 (Fig. 19) are nearly linrar 
over the range of 5 to 10 mA. Extrapolation to zero 
current indicates considerable bending of the curves 
below a current of 4 mA. 
Method 2 , in contrast to method 1 which is 
based purely on a microwave measurement,, is a 
combination of the measurement of the attenuation 
constant d, , the gas discharge parameter f and 
relevant isprsion theory. 	Employing equation (9) 
and substituting into it the values of B and A 
accordirvz, to thn statistictl 	thod (iprrndix lb 
MaxwelLian f.tv and coiist nt L), the 21'ctron 
density 	as d termined by this method is 
L 	S 1 4t/jZ 	
- ( i 
)4 } 
	(9A) 
'4 a Zm&.i/(iZ3)tj4.e.t , 	5'  
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The mean collision I're uency f , which is intrisically 
dependent on the electron concentration on account 
of the positive ions (section 3.2.) is calculated for 
values of electron concentration computed by method 1 
above. The values of '% are taken from section 31. 
The linear curves of h z ( Fig. 20) show an abrupt 
increase in slope for currents in excess of 8 mA. 
This feature and the high values of r7 2 for 2.04 nun 
of mercury are compatible with the efect3 of slight 
gas contamination as discussed later (section 3.7). 
It is noticeLl that n for 5.15 mm of mercury takes 
its rightful place below r 2  for the higher pressures. 
The anomalous position of the curves for 5.15 nun 
(Fig. 9, 11, 17 0 19)' may be due to some unnoticed 
change in the matching features of the isoharge 
tube (e.g. sputtering effects.) 
A more accurate estimate of ' is possible 
using the statistical method with variable mean free 
path (Appendix l.b - ease b). B/A is then equivalent 
to 1/1.43 f instead of 1/1.3f • The mean 
collision frequency f is calculated on this occasion 
for electron densities given by this method without 
correction for the effect of positive ions ( n from 
method 1 is really too high). The results for 5.15 
mm and 8.06 mm of mercury (Fig. 20A) differ little 
from those in Fig. 20: the over-estimation of the 
correction factor 	is compensated by the use of 
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the variable mean free path. It should he pointed 
out that ti, and n2, are only average values of the 
electron density. 
Method 3, baseci On the Schottky theory of the 
homogeneous positive column, offers a comparison with 
the two sets of n • The Langevin mobility equation 
in the form qote by Druyvesteyn & enning (p.  159 
1940) is 
n o = 
—5- 
v 2 L 
S. 24. 10-1 R 0 £, 
(13) 
n o is tb.c clectron concenfvtn(crri 3 ) on th' axis 
of the tube of radius R. (cm) for a tube ourrenti 
(mA). L'1the mean free path of the electrons, 
correct if necessary for the presence of rositive 
ions, E, ( V/cm  ) the d.c. field gradient in the 
OOlUiifl and V the cleebron temperature. 	The theory 
is based on various assuinptions,e.go the existence 
of a Maxwellian distribution of electron velocities 
and no cumulative ionization. 
no is comruted in the following manners the 
values of K, are those determined by Kiarfeld (1938) 
for a tube current of 25 mA and tube radius of 1.0 
cm. There are no suitable data available for lower 
currents, but the expected difference in K, between 
currents of 10 and 25 mA is of the order of the 
difference in K, meastred by various workers. R 0 
is not taken as the tube radius; at the comparatively  
low currents used the thickness of the boundary space 
charge layer cannot be neglected and R. is approx- 
imately measured from photographs of the discharge. 
The values of V are those given in section 3.2. 
In the calculation of L', account 18 taken of the 
effect of positive Ions by using the value of m. 
computed without such correction. The homogeneity 
of the positive column was not Investigated properly 
since no examination was made for moving striatlons. 
To the naked eye no standing striations were per-
ceptible, except at 2.04 mm of mercury where the 
beginning of a striation was seen. However, photo-
graphs of relatively short exposure show indications 
of a second striation at the same pressure and one 
elementary striation at a pressure of 5.15 mm of 
mercury (Plate 2). These elementary striations 
may for example affect the estimated vaJues of E,; 
on the other hand, Klarfeld (1938) made no reference 
to the existence of striations of any kind. 	The 
average value 	of the electron density is computed 
from the variation of ti over the tube radius in 
accordance with the Schottky theory, viz. h= r 0 Jx 
were Jxi is a Bessel function of the first kind. 
Curves of 	are shown in Pig. 20A (broken line). 
A comparison may now be made of the various 
values of electron concentration. There is a 
systinatic difference between values of h, and n2 
by a factor of about 2. As stated previously 
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high because they ani:, to the negative glow. No 
further comparison of n 1 and n2. (of the positive 
column) is therefore cr:ible. 	A comparison bf the 
values of "z and the theoretical density ( 	) is 
complicated by the variation of both rioctron density 
and the Poynting vector (which determines the micro-
wave power flow) over the tube radius a . The 
variation In electron density r already ' ,.,qs been 
stated; the variation in the Poynting vector 
can be expressed In terms of the Be8sel functions J. 
and J, • Fortunately, the variations in r and S 2 
are similar (Fig. 21) and a comparison is possible. 
Some of the refinements not considere here, include 
the effect of the discharge tube envelope (Appendix 
2a) and the finite value of the Pleetron density 
near the wall, as well as the actual difference between 
the curves of Fig. 21. 	For c c rrrnt of S mr, tie 
agreement botwen thr t: ort cr1 ( ) err 
(na.) values Is remarkably good considering the assump-
tions made. For the higher currents, there Is a 
progressive divergence of agreement, rhich Is not 
understood. 
3.6. The contribution to attenuation from 
cathodic parts of the discharge, 
It was originally intended to use two discharge 
tubes of different lengths. The results are then 
of sipler interpretation compared with a single tube: 
the effect of the positive column is found by sub.' 
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traction and the attenuation in the negative glow 
may also be estimated. However, the results for the 
longer tube could not be used since the gas was not 
sufficiently pure: a fine leek in the discharge tube 
found subsequently was the cause of co."t1on. 
Thus the only available means of oJIowricj for 
attenuation due to cathodic parts of thr Lischarge 
(in particular the negative glow where the electron 
concentration is greatest) are from gas discharge 
data, a method by no means completely satisfactory, 
It is assumed that the properties of the 
central portion of the negative glow apply to all 
cathodic regions. Such a liberal assumption (e.g * 
the electron concentration in the Faraday dark space 
is lower with a consequent reduced attenuation) is 
adopted throughout the discussion in order to magnify 
the effect as much as possible. The magnitude of the 
attenuation is determined by the electron concentration 
in the glow C m ), the electron temperature () and 
the length of the cathode regions(), Emele"Us & 
Brown (1929) furnish data on n 9 in neon for a cu-rent 
of 3.3 mA at a pressure of 1.36 mm. Their discharge 
glow was nearly normal and so comprable tc the 
present investigation, but the tube diameter was 
3.0 cm. The ultimate electrons are the only 
electrons which need be oonsideret; the concentration 
of the primary and secondary electrons is smallrr 
EmciIuç & 13rewn , 1929). 
by a factor of 100 and 10 rrM-Avli A The 1ncree 
lilt — 
in conductivity c from the primary and secondary 
electrons due to their higher elctron tempereture 
13 offset by the ext ression for c, containing V5  2. 
For one position within the negative glow, t1.ry 
fo'j - d tthe 	 on the axis of the tube 
I 	.3 
tc 1 	 d the electron temperature 0.5V. 
The concentration in the positive column for the 
same conditions of pressure, current and tube radius 
-3 
is 2.3 10 cm ucco1ing to the Langevin mobility 
equation (13). 	In section 3.5. It is shown 
that the values from equation (13) are lower than the 
experimental values of electron density; they are 
therefore use to magnify the effect of the glow. 
The concentration of electrons in the negative glow 
is thus greater by a factor 1.5. 	A comparison 
of the electron temperature of the two ionize,; 
regions indicates a collision frequency In the column 
2 .6  tlraes greater than for the glow. 	Hence O / G. (9) 
is 1.7 on applying equation (2); Op 	is the 
conductivity of t!e 10w, From the second of 
equations (7), ol, 	 /2 (. 	• 	For the highest 
values of electron concentration determined for high 
purity gas, A q is not less than "., so that 
is practically determined by the ratio of the 
condiotivities. Nevertheless on considering the 
lower value of 15 , 	 • 	Now the 
quantity of interest 13 th rhtenut1on q • On 
using equqtion (11), 	 4j 1.4 9 o3 • 	As b'fore, 
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the subscript f9l refers to the negative glow. 
From photographs of the discharge, d/d 9 ranged 
from 3.0 to 3.7 depending on the pressure and tube 
cu:rent. The smallest value 3.0 is selected. Thus 
4- 3 S 	• 	The assumption that all the 
attenuation is concentrated in the positive column 
may thus be in error by 23%. Without additional 
experimental data it has been necessary to assume 
that n, /n ( = is) applies to higher pressures and 
higher currents. 
Consideration must also be given to the form of 
oatixode used, in relation to the plane cathode of 
neléia & Brown (1929). For the expriments with 
neon of high purity, a modified form of hollow 
cathode was used (section .5). Under certain 
conditions now to be defined, the current density 
and consequently the electron density may exceed 
the values for a plane cathode: the hollcw 
cathode is regarded as conventional provided the 
glows do not coalesce. The data on the lengths 
of the Crookes dark space (Druyvesteyn & Penning, 
P. 135, 1950) and negative gLw (Brewer & Westhaver, 
1937) show that for a pressure of 4 mm of mercury, 
the glows just merge in a tube of radius 1.0 cm as 
used here. The range of the <lectrons is taken 
from Lehmtnn,(l927)wjth interpolation of the results 
between argon and helium. The cylindrical glow 
- .xJ - 
around the cathode proper probably raises the 
critical pressure. Whereas the glow at 5.15 mm 
of mercury may be slightly non-conventional on this 
account, the glows at the higher pressures must be 
regarded as little Jifferent from glows with a 
plane cathode. Although the electron density at 
2.04 mm of mercury is expected to be higher than 
for a plane cathode discharge, there is no evidence 
for such an increase. 	The high attenuation at 
this pressure (Fig. 8) if explained by a higher 
value of i vould be accompanied by a corresponding 
increase in reflection, which was not the case 
(Fig. 9). 
It has been esticiated that n 9 Jr is 1.5. In 
the experitTlents, it is noted that the values of h . /M 
are consistent to a ratio of 1.6 to 2 (Pig. 19 0 20) 
It is thus suggested that the reflection measurements 
I determine the concentration in the negative glow 
and not in the positive column. 	In accordance 
with this interpretation the estimated value of ta/r 
may not be greatly in error. 
3.7. AttenuatiOn in neon with admixtures of 
as impurity. 
During the stages of gas purification (section 
2.5), several series of attenuation measurements 
were made at a pressure of 5.15 mm, :fmercury (Fig. 
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from c.rve I to curve V in that order. At stage I. 
the hollow c thode had not yet been formed, the 
source electrode acting as cathode on this occasion. 
No red aureole was observed - impurity estirnateJ at 
greater than 0,05,. Curves II, III and IV are 
obtained at intervals during stage 3 of the gas fill-
ing procedure; the red aureole was visible, 
although itbcame more emphasized in the transition 
from II to IV in that sequence. Curve V made 
after stage 4 is a reproduction of the curve in 
Fig. 8 for the same pressure and represents the 
this euipnen1. 
highest purity attainableh'A measurement at a 
pressure of 5 mm,of mercury for quite'-impure 
conditions (no desorption of the vacuum system nor 
use of the calcium mirror) yielded an attenuation of 
1 db at a current of 5 mA. The amount of contamina-
tion was probably of the order of a few per cent, 
In Fig. 22, this attenuation value falls mid-way 
between curves II and III. It is noted that at 
a current of 3.5 mA, curves I and V differ by a factor 
of about 30. Measurements of the standing wave ratio 
(VSWR) at the same pressure also show a large 
dependence on gas purity (Fig. 23). The change 
from curves I to IV is accompanied by an increase in 
gas purity. Curve I was measured using a longer 
tube (No. 7-1). Curve II was taken after stage 2 
of the grs filling procedure (faint aureole visible) 
while the highest purity was attained for curve IV. 
— 48 
Calculation of the propagation consents 
and electron concentration for impure conditions 
yield interesting result--.. 	Typical values for 
two different states of contamination are tabuirted 
below. 
Case 	Tube 	(mni Hg) L(mA) impurity Atten-. 	VSWR 
No. ution 
— 	 (db) 
1 7.1 	5.04 	4,0 	0,05% 	20.0 	3.25 
2 	8-3 	5 113 	4.0 0,01% 11.1 	1151 
C.L (m") 	j (m')  	ii, (c m - n (cm '  3  
10.0 	32.8 	31.6 	16.1 	2 1 9.10 
11.3 	72,5 	7.5 	19 18 	1.7.10' 	2.5.10" 
s c1cu1t 	fo a Maxw1iicn f.v) ith constant 
mean free path L. 	Since 	d is ' 2, ?rine's 
analysis for the determination of o nn.d (3 is used 
(Appendix 2b), 	1h'revr it ir nec' •ry to compute 
the mean free path (e.. Y nri r),, account is taken 
of the effect of positiv ions. 	These results 
together with the qualitative data depicted in Fig. 22 
and 23 are to be interpreted by defining four regions 
of gas purity. The magnitude of the impurity 
defined for each region is estimated from the avail-
able evidence, including data on the loss of metastable 
atoms by ionization: it is quite possible that such 
esti:iates may be seriously in error. 
Region A. Order of impurity is a few percent to o.i%. 
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The attenuation is low, due to a small electron 
concentration being supported by a large current 
(c.f. Goldstein & Cohen, 1951), until the impurity 
is recuced to 0.2% or lower. 
Region B. 	(impurity of 0.1 to iOa ). 	In this 
region, trpioal of case No. 1, absorption and 
reflection are large. 	TIettenuation is due to a 
large electron concentration being supported by a small 
current (for case No. 1 the increase i: h is about 
tenfold compared with neon of high purity). In a neon 
discharge with small axro.mts of iipurity, metastable 
atoms are able to ionize atoms of the gaseous 
impurity (e.g, oxygen, hydrogen, water, vapour, etc) 
with a large production of free electrons (flruyvesteyn 
& Penning, p 98, 1940). Z / Zz for case No. 1 
compares favourably with the 	neon results 
(section 63.) and indicates no real change in 
collision frequency. 
Region C. (impurity of 102,u  to 3.10 ' %; typical 
of case No. 2). Absorption which is still high is 
very sensitive to slight changes of gas purity, but 
reflection is much smaller and comparable to high 
purity conditions (curve III, Fig, 23). The effect 
of ionization by metastable atoms is strongly 
dependent on gas impurity, particularly below 3.10- 
2%" 
Case No. 2 shows an increase in electron concentration 
of about sixfold compared with the high purity values, 
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a result comparable with the values obtained at a 
pressure of 2.04 mm of mercury (section 3,3,) the 
gas then being suspecte of contamination. In this 
region, t1r change In collision fre'uency as the ' lue 
Of Z / F2. limlies, is -till nct undrstood. 
Region D. (I purity of < 3,l0). 	Absorption 
and reflection are both lo. The purity of the 
gas for the results of section 3.1. Is not known 
precisely but it Is probably of this ordAr for tube 
currents up to at least 8 mA. 	In this region, the 
value of collision frequency Is no lnger anomalous 
as in region C. 
The variation in attenuation with gas purity 
is di own very approximately in Fig. 24 for a current 
of 4 mA at 5 mm of mercury pressure. The maximum 
is characterized by a balance between electron 
production through the loss of metastable atoms and 
the effective reduction of free electrons due to the 
presence of molecular and electronegative gases (e.g. 
attachment of electrons to electronegative atoms). 
3.8. Dep endence or attenuation on the Incident rower 
level, 
An accurate measurement of attenuation was made 
at a tube current of 8 mA for a pre sure of 8.06 mm 
of mercury, with the power level varied over the 
range 195014 1.7 tO300 4W. (ratio of 6:1). 	No variation 
( < 0.01 db) in attenuation was noted. The matching 
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features of the transmission line at the two extreme 
power levels were more or 1ea identiøul, thus 
ensuring that the effects of reflection interaction 
in the two cases were the same, 
This result is in agreement with the 
theoretical considerations discussed in Appendix 1(b) 
equation (15). 	The c1str"fion function f0w. is 
altered it E 2 /z ( I 	Lt/v cannot be neglected 
In coriparison '.'lt 	wile -l"', E and B, are the h.f, 
and ü.ø o fields respectively, The estimate of E, 
made in section 3 95. may be used, viz, 410 volts/rn. 
An approximate estimate of E 0may be made from a 
relation expressing the msxiznnn r,zn,a, electric 
field of the ,, rriode in terms of the maximum averae 
power carrie by this mode (Marcuvits, 1951): 
for the maximum power (2 mW) use 1 in the invrt 
igetion is of the. order 90V/m, Selecting for the 
electron velocity v 	 • 	 triven 1 , . 1. 
the electron temperature wt Lt /v 1 	to uJf. 
For the lart value of f ue (7.10 4 sec - ' the h.f, 
contribution to thr fIeld i I 	trn a frRotton of 
1% • Since the signal level for both attenuation 
and reflection measurements (section 3.1) was 
1880-1960 W, both theory r'nd experiment conclusively 
Indicate that in the present investigation the h.f o 
waves acted solely as a discharge probe without 
affecting the properties of the alecharge. (me 
discharge may have been disturbed by the screening 
action of the wave-guide enclosure at earth potential. 
While there was no possibility of viewing the discharge 
when the discharge tube was fitted in Its wave-guide 
section except end-on it Is believed this effect 
was negligible; the only test available was the 
unchanged maintenance potential of the discharge 
When the tube had been Inserted In the transmission 
line). 
3.9. Gas discharge . noise and plasma resonance. 
An attempt was made to detect the microwave 
noise from the gas discharge using the same trans-
mission line as for attenuation measurements (Fig. 2) 
except that the switch isolated arms A and C. The 
sole purpose of the investigation was to determine 
the effect of the noise on the measured attenuation 
values. The detector was the same as used 
previously, to conform to the original conditions for 
attenuation measurement. Under such conditions, 
no noise was detected either for pure or not so pure 
neon over the current range 0-10 mA and at the four 
as pressures used. 
There was no evidence of plasma resonance effects 
during any of the measurements. Such a result had been 
anticipated since the maximum alectron concentration 
H 	-3 
	
was about 1.10 crIA 	: the theoretical concentration 
for ron'- ce at Eo, frequenc: ef 94O nc/s is 
.z 	-3 
z.z 10 Cm when K, 	(Appendix 3). 
-, W_ 
3.10. The Lorentz Polarisation term 1 
The evidence against the existence of this term 
18 very strong (see Appendix 3) but it was felt 
useful to consider the experimental, results in the 
light of the existence of such a term. 	If the 
Lorentz term be included in the equation of motion 
of the electron (Appendix 3), then 
3(K,i) 	- -  




for the existing condition 	 • 	These 
equations differ from the ordincry dispersion 
	
(1) 	() by the inclusion of the term 
r / 3 kotu 	 This term is now examined in 
relation to m • For the highest value c -  
cone 	
n1c:rco 
o centr - io -i 1 	tim1i, viz. 1.5.10 r'
-.3 
nt/3k.w is cal-: 5% of mu., 	No test wider the 
present conditions ccn therefore be made of the 
existence of the Lrentz polarisation term. 
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CHAPTER 4. 
4.1. Discasion, 
The results of the foregoing chapter may now 
be related to similar investigations. 
Absorption and reflection measurements. The 
results of Hasselbeok (1932, Fig. 8) for argon at pre-
ssures greater than 0.1 mm of mercury aro reproduced 
In similar form In Fig. 10; the curves in each 
case are concave upwards. On the other hand, 
Hawkins & Costain (1949) point out the linear 
relationship between attenuation and current up to 
15 db, for a neon filling of 2.7 mm of mercury. 
A resonance effect (connected with plasma oscillations) 
has been observed by Goldstein & Cohen (1951) in their 
attenuation measurements in the rare gases at a 
fre uency of 2000 Me/s. For tube currents above 
a certain value depending on the gas and Its 
pressure the attenuation fell sharply. No such 
effect Is noted here, even at a current of 25 mA (for 
slightly impure gas). 
Few of the publications discuss the reflecting 
properties of the discharge. Hawkins & Costain 
(1949) have noted that the voltage standing wave ratio ' 
(vsWR) does not exceed 1.5 at 50 db for an initial 
VSWR of 1.2. Such a result is in agreement with 
the present iork for gas with an Impurity less than 
about 3.10 5, 	Curve III (Fig. 230 Indicates 
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a maximum in a manner simil-ar to the curve shown 
by Prime (1952a,, Fig. 4, curve ) for a high pressure 
mercury vapour discharge. 	nile Curve III has been 
obtained for slightly oontarainate3 neon, indications 
of a maximum are also apparent for the highest pressure 
used, viz. 10.97 mm of mercury (Fig. 9). 	The 
commercial gas tube attenuators (low Q) as outlined 
by Pringle & Whitmore (1953) possess high values of 
VSWR. 	It may be of interest, in view of the results 
on gas purity (section 3.7) to investigate the 
possibility of reicing the VSWR by use of highly 
pure gas. 
Test 02 the JrLsprsjon thecry of 1ectrons. 	The 
results of Has8elbeok (1932) indicate a reasonable 
confirmation of the disp rsion theory for a pressure 
of 0.87 mm of mercury. At higher pressures, e.g. 21 
mm of mercury his results wiioh differ seriously 
from theory, are explained according to the effects 
of plasma resonance. 	Since his time the literature 
does not apparently mention any investigation on the 
positive column of neon, except for a brief note 
by Hawkins (1952). 	Experimental details are almost 
lacking, but it appears that the method of invest- 
igation 13 similar to the present one; 	the ratio 
of the Imaginary and real components of the conduct-
ivity is measured at a frequency of 36,000 Mc/s. 
His results indicate an apparent low mean free path 
by a factor 10 to be compared with Z / Y., equal to 
- DO - 
4 (uncorrected for positive ion scattering to 
compare with Hawkin's 'omission) in the present 
rIvri: 	 ieon - C 	 c. 2, 
- 	 -' 	 - ccio 	r" :•.i, 	 L 	-'  
higher gas purity would reduce this factor in Hawkins' 
experiment. 	Phelps et a].. (1951) accept the 
correctness of the dispersion theory and by performing 
a microwave experimnt during the decay of a pulsed 
discharge, evaluate the probability of collision of 
slow electrons (0.039 eV) for different gases, 
including neon. Their results are in good agreement 
with theoretical predictions. 
Meas :rement of the electron concentrtion 
Microwave techniques have been successfully 
applied to measuring the electron concentration in 
transient discharge phenomena but the literature Is 
apparently restricted for such measurements In high 
current discharges. Adler (1949) 11a3 found good 
agreement between the values cr:' h ri 'termined from cr, 
and o ; further confirmation 	s ir-n possible at 
the lower pressures using probe techniques. 
Goldstein, Lampert & Geiger (1.52), using a trans-
mission method (the phase shift is measured instead 
of reflection) in an argon d.c, discharge, have 
measured electron densities at two different micro-
wave frequencies and agreement Is found to within 
20-40% 0 although no other check Is indicated. No 
comparison is possible between the values of r, and 
, :or the presr-nt investigation, since it is 1.elieved 
th:t he values c.t n, '- re those of the electron 
density in the negative Jc. 	The values of n 2 
differ from the theoretical density (the Langevin 
equation) by.. at least 40%; 	the greater departures 
at the higher •'urrents are as yet unexplained. 
Goldstein et al. (1952) show a similar rapid increse 
''ith tube curr nt. 	Boeckner & Mohler (193) 
have found that their experimental results in a low 
pressure caesium discharge differ from the Langevin 
e.,uation by a factor of about P. Kiarfeld (1938) 
has also confirmed the Langevin formula In the positive 
column of helium and argon, 
Dependence of attenuation on gas purIty. The 
effects of gcs purity on attenuation results are 
treated rather scantily in the literature. Hasselbeck 
(1932) simply refers to the large dependence of 
absorption on gas purity. 	Dnzer (1929,FIg. 12) 
shows the reduction of absor"tjon in argon with the 
Introduction of hydrogen as impurity, which is 
probably about 1%. For controlle Impurities of a 
comparable order of magnitude (1 - 6%) Goldstein & 
Cohen (1951) show that both molecular and electro- 
negative gases reduce the absorption for a given current. 
The presence of negative ions in the case of electro-
negative gases and the existence of vibrational and 
rotational excitation levels in molecular gases 
contribute to this effect. For the smaller amounts 
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of impurity ( < O.l) as discussed here, there 
are apparently c published results, although it 
hardly seems possible that sich effects have not 
been observed. It is noted that the rapid drop 
in attenuation (Pig. 24) in the region of 0.1% to 
l of impurity may be explained by Goldstein and 
Cohen's results. 	The lo', attenuation values obtained 
by Goldstein et al. (1952) compare very favourably 
with those found here, and it is therefore presumed 
that the gas used in their investigation was also 
of a very high purity. 
Dependence of ritbcnuation on the incident power 
level. 	Rosen (1949) has frrnished the necessary 
theoretical background to the conditions of combined 
d.c. and h.f. fields in a gas discharge (Appendix lb). 
Many workers (e.g. Prime, 1952b) roint out the 
importance or using sufficiently low microwave powers 
so that the microwave field acts solely as a discharge 
probe: possible the limits of thi s condition are not 
fully appreciated In the light of Rosen's work. 
Pringle & Whitmore (1953) have observed marked varia-
tions in attenuation, particularly for low values. 
Such variations may be interpretei in accordance with 
Rosen's theory, when it is evident that the microwave 
field must be comparable to, or greater than the d.c. 
field In their high 0. tube. For low Q tubes as in 
the present series of experiments, very much greter 
cave poers are nec''rv to riter thn v1ue of 
ffenation. 
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4.2. Future investigations. 
The results show that the present arrangement 
of the disenarge wave-guide section may be improved 
by using a discharge tube of frm (d) - Fig. 27. 
The advantages are considerable: the negative 
glow is isolated from the transmission line and the 
cathode may be desorbed by high frequency heating 
so as to reuce gas impurity. However, due allow- 
ance may have to bemade for the thatorted termin-
ation of the positive column .ii. 'Th :ie wave-guide. 
For more accurate work (an erro 	10%) it is 
essential to consider the effect e the gas discharge 
envel.pe on propagation charcteristics as well as the 
variation of the electron density Fnd Poynting 
- 	vector over the tube radius, It may also be of 
interest e 	elaborat 	cu tiona to obtain 
a pure neon specimen (about 10 -15 .0" impurity or less) 
and so confirm the tentative results obtained here 
by the introduction of small admixtures of argon 
(c.f * the ionization coefficient in neon - 
Druyvesteyn & Penning, p.  99, 1940). 	Such results 
may be of value in detei ni the optimum values 
of attenuation for a lor refletion. The anomalous 
vaLue of collision frequency found for slight 
contamination of the gas renuires further study, 
both experimentally and theoretically (if confirmed)., 
Useful data may also be made available if higher 




A brief aumrnar o 	' main conclusions drawn 
from the experimental results 13 novT appended. 
Whilst a complete verification of the dispersion 
theory of electrons has not been possible on aecowit 
of the negative glow, the agreement with the latest 
advances in theory Is reasonably satisfactory. 
Account has been taken of the velocity distribution 
function of the electrons and the iainsauer effect. 
It is noted that agreement with the dispersion 
- rily possible for neon of high purity 
( < l 	:oreign rc5.-iI :;:) and probably for neon 
to the extent of l - 	ipur1ty. In the 
intervening region, thc results for the potive 
column are to be interpreted according to &n increased 
collision frequency (by a factor of 4 or-more) or 
reduced iean free path. 	Although this effect is not 
undrstood, the importance of purity is believed 
to be due to the well known ionizing property of 
metastable atoms in the presence of small impurity 
admixtures (e.g, oxygen, nitrogen). 
The microwaves during the present investigation 
have acted solely as a gas discharge probe and In no 
way (as far as is understood) have affected the 
properties of the discharge. As has been pointed 
- b.L - 
out else. hre, provided initial difficulties can be 
overcome, microwave techniques may prove s' - erior 
to even advanced probe meti: • For the experimental 
arrangement as here, the irrmrovemerts necessary for 
exact work embrace the effects of the discharge 
envelope and power and electron density variations 
over the tube radius. 	Nevertheless, it has been 
shown that for the 10 	tube currents, the values 
of density derived from the attenuation measurements 
are in fair agreement with the Langevin mobility 
equation. 	vn "ith the present a-r'rnimet methods, 
electro: concentrations have teen measured at the higher 
preasu. 	 2.06 mm of merc'ry) where probe 
measurements may be seriously In error (Druyvesteyn 
& Penning, p.  157, 1940). 
4) Measurements have also been made of the conduct-
ivity of the positive column and dielectric constant 
of the gas discharge. In the latter measurement, 
the main contribution Is from the negative glow, an 
assumption substantiated by the experimental results. 
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Appendix i(s) 
CONDUCTION MiD )ISSIQN IN N IoNIEu' 
M4IUi. 
('iree path' method) 
On the application of ti fiE,ld 9 ( 
on a free electron in the 	direction, t}c equation 
of motion of tii 'lectron i 
= eE 
'bere w is the cntüar Cr'qoncy of the 1ctro.. 
magnetic wave. e and m are the electronic 
charge vnd rii. 	Thc Lorentz frictional term is 
given 1'y 	here 5 is the frictional force rer 
wilt velocity. Int'rtthg the equation of notion 
and expressing the h.f.& current density I as 
ensit  
— 	m22  
For tn isotropic ionize s 1 axweli s  curl oqut tion 
is 
- kcE 	I 
di iootric constant 01 the unionized oia is 
taken to be that of free apace, K. !i is the 
associated magnetic wave"fiel:. 	On introducing the 
expression for & in the curl equation and assuming 
the validity of Ohm's law, t)'e filectric conetnnt is 
hetrn/  
tii- 2 : CiiC Conittivity 
= 	ne5/ 	2 
For R mean collision frequency f of the electrons, 
mf/$ ; & has been evaluated at values ranging 
from 0,75 to 1. 	The value of $ equal to 1 is 
accepted here; 	Atpleton & Chcpr1wn's (1932) 
analysis which does not employ th f'1ctional force, 
leads to S = I by comparison. < and o may 
thus be 3xpreased as 
= go - hC 2 /tn(Wf 2 ) 	 ( 1) 
and 	°rS 	1'€&f/ mC'11) 	 (2) 







CONDUCTION AND DI3PSI01 IN AN IONIZED 
MEDIUM. 
(statistical method) 
Consider the conditions of an ionized medium 
formed by a dc. gas discharge, in which an electro-
magnetic wave is propagated. 	The electric wave- 
field is taken to be E = E. cos wt md the d.c. field 
as E. 	The combined field is € 	1T Cos wt. 
The equation of motion of the electron (Aprndix La) 
is replaced by the Boltzmann transfer equation 
Cov1in, 1939) 
ef 	 = (1/ a t )c 
Fn 
ihere the velocity distribution function f) is 
defined by f 	d V 	as equal to the proba1:i- nurtiber 
of electrons iiich have velocities in the range 
and 	 . ( On occasions as atove, the derivtive 
of f 	is abbreviated to 	at . 	( ?f/t ) 
Is the rate of change in f) due to collisions v1th 
gas molecules and flat is the rate of chance caused 
by variations in E . V is the velocity of the 
electron in the x -direction. 	The distribution 
function is regarded as isotropic, i.e. ms a function 
of v only, except for a perturbation which accounts 
for the d.c o current and the in-phase and quadrature 
components of the h.f. current. It is thus assumed 
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that the state is steady with no diffusion, f, 
is expended in sphrical harmonics and all harmonics 
beyond the first are neglected. 
ç.W) .'. e f.v. [f.tv) Cos Wt 
It is shown by ?iirgen'u (1946) and Chapman & Cowling 
(1939) that for elastic, excitation tind ionizing 
colli sions, 
V)u w Lftv)/v 	5) 7 - L. j.fv . h,(v)-....... 
V2 A wtLt 	 Vt 
where L is the rnan free path. 
On substituting the expinsionof ft, in the 
transfer equation and using the derivnd '- xpressions 
for 	9, to , 	f, tv and 	h,() , Rosen (1949) shows that 
a 	f Let 	~f. 
( 
v2 f2 	• 
3t 	v v 	v 1 wt 
)}: (/t ) 	(15) 
If (/ b0c is replaced by 	suitablr' e:rrssion for 
collisions, the distribution function f.v can be 
derived. For the condition (a) that the h.f. field 
is small compared with the d.c. field (i.e. EZ< 
or (b) that 0 cannot be neglected in comparison with E 1 
but that the wave frequency is very much greatr than 
the mean collision frequency f (i.t. 
,2 >) ft 	f v) - 
is solely determined by the d.c. field. 	If, there- 
for., the discharge investigated be the positive 
column of high current density, a Maxwellian form for 
f.(v) may be assumed with considerable simplification 
of the theory. 	(It is to be noted however, that 
diffusion has been neglected). 
The electron density is h = [f ' • The h.f. 
I a. 
current density I can thus he expressed Ps 
p00 4 
C05 ut 	wi. gi','Qt) 	)f. d  
3m 	I Tv 1. 
on changing to spherical polar co-ord5. ete and 
subtittt1n th expressions for g,w) tind 
rfy similar tr qtxuent to that given in Apptdix 1(a), t 
the dielectric constant and conductivity are deduced 
I 	I' LZv 
	
K 	K0 	




_4ie I 	L V 	
/D V 	 (4) E, 	 - 
3m J v1- 
On writing K = K. - n 	'nd o = nA (Appendix 1.a) 
the generlised 	uationa (3) tnd (4) rr be cotnbined 
f. 	v14wi1.2) B/A = 	 ( le) 
'0. 
L (5./'v) V4%' / ( v1 	w'L") 
Jo 
B/A can bc evaltuted for any rarticular fv 
Additional note 	Th.--, neglect of higher harmonics 
in the expansion of f. tv, Is justified for elastic 
collisions between electrons and gas atoms when the 
following conditions are obeyed (Margenau & Hartmnn, 
1948) - 
eEL << 	 and  
m 
M is the ss of a molecule and v can be taken as 
the r.m.s, speed. 	Both conditions were satisfied 
in the present series of experiments. 
Evaluation of 13/A for a Maxwellian distribution. 
f.v is of the form exp( — mv'/ z -T ) where - 
is Boltzmann's constant and Te the electron temp-
eratures 
For a mean free p th L indep ic1:nt of electron 
velocity and 	w' ,) f1 
B/A = 3L/16 (211 / AT, ) on substituting the 
Maxwel1in 	in euuotion (16) and taking L 
outside the integral sign. 	The values of the 
Integrals are given by Margensu (1946) - equation 
(32). This value of B/A may be compared with 
B/A ='/f (Appendix J, u ) by writing the collision 
frequency f s s ( 3 -4 Te 	A. 	Evaluation 
yields B/A = 1/1.23f. 
varinbi 	i'an ifrer rth L 	w1. )) 
L. = '/v 	wh C 	65. so 4 p 	( r'ctjon 
In this case, L caniot br taken 	cf' t - integral 
sign in equation (16). The problem may be simplified 
by ooniierin: tvo rarii' 	of "lectron speeds thus - 
range 1. 	o < v 	 • vs is so chosen that 
the 
nmiber of electrons with si' 	V1 	 11.g 
i']..!.\üy 	iiJI 	nu that 	w1Ltv, 
ior tblS ap 	v ierir :an fri-c r tb 
is employed. 
V, < v 	 * 	For this range a 
constant mein fi'ee path L, -riven by the 
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Fig. 2. 	Total collision 'fciencj EQ 	ir 	neon. 
( full 	line - 	 Maier - LebrHtz's 	results. 
broceh line. - approximation with divsde4 range ). 
Fig. 25 indicates the approximation made as compared 
to the results of Maier-Leibnjtz. The approximate 
curve has been reluced to 	 conditions 
i.e. no account taken of the forward scattering in 
neon (section 3.2.) 










£ 	dv /( vs 4L') L. 
'L[ v 	Vd/ 	• 
V. 
2 	 ex 	rision lith ne 	c1; 	ip 
than the first, is valid, 9inc( ctv,/  wt 4 I 
L, :s b'n abbreviated to L 1 	b 
(s 	j1OSSR17 for 8ymhola). 
The array of integrals is til1 -'ulte forrnidhle 
from the point of view of computation. 	A still 
	
I simpler solution is poThl 	]though some accuracy 
s it. 	T 	.e of 	v 	is divided as before, 
trr: 	cv 3 / w' 	j - 	n-lpctc'. 	hus 
1' 





For the condition o n(wL,)127"e ,  co , 	r 	:!cl th 
aprroximatlon is fl: , the two intograls with limits 
0 tc; oo are given as before by Margenau. 
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Appendix 2, 
PROPAGATION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES IN AN 
IONIZED GAS CONTAINED BY WAVUIDE. 
The propagation constants as functions of the 
complex conductivity (Appendix 2,a). 
It is assumed that the ionized medium fills the 
wave-guide section completely (i.e. neglect of the 
discharge tube envelope) and that the losses in the 
wave-guide walls are zero. For waves in an H mode, 
the solution of Maxwell's equations (Montgomery, 
Dicke & Purcell, p. 31, 1948) yields 
Ht/ ) x t - Z I- H. DY2 - 	w'o)H 2 = 0 
for propagation in the s-direction. K' is the complex 
dielectric constant of thp. medium End fo the perme-
ability of free space. 	The eigenve1ucs of this 
equation are -& 	 . 	The propagetlon 
constant is Y -2 c ' j 	t-ind 	K 	H - J 	 It K md 
op being the dielectric constant and conductivity of 
t n m ionized medium. On substituting the expressions 
for v aiid W in the eigenvalue relation and 
equtin, real fl(1 inaginrry parts, 
2 
23 	 J 	(7) 
For the H O  mode in wave-guide of circular section, 
,f, has the value 1.841/a, a being the radius of the 
ve—uidf qP,t1 flfl. 
The discharge tube envelope. For a complete 
theoretical analysis of the propagation in the 
ionized medium *  consideration should be given to the 
discharge tube envelope. The cylindrical wave-guide 
is then to be regarded as being filled with two con-
centric dielectric media; the inner medium is lossy 
(ionized gas) and the outer is lossless if fused 
quartz or a low loss glass forms the envelope. If 
the wave-field in the wave-guide is symmetrical 
(e.g. E 0 , mode), formulae for the propagation con-
stants may be determined (e.g. Chambers, 1953 a). 
In the present investigation, it was necessary for 
practical con:;iderations (E 0, mode transducers were 
not readily available) to use the asymmetrical H 1 , 
mode. In this instance, the mode transmitted is a 
mixed one with longitudinal components. No success 
has yet been met with such a propagation problem, 
although it is theoretically soluble. Chambers 
(1953 b) has suggested that the magnitude of the 
effect may be determined by considering a similar 
but simpler problem in wave-guide of rectangular 
section. From the experimental results or reflection 
from glass cylinders (Appendix 6), an approximate 
estimate of the effect of the envelope may be made. 
With the wave-guide loaded with a Kodial glass 
cylinder (1 mm wall), the reduction in guide wave-
length is about 15%, which is comparable to the 
error involved in the propagation measurements (e.g. 
l) - 
effect of sputtering). In view of this, the 
theoretical problem was not considered worthy of 
further attention at this stage. 
Transmission and reflection coefficients of the 
ionized gas (Appendix 2.b). 
The power transmission and reflection coefficients 
may be determined in terms of the propagation con-
stants ( d , p) by a consideration of the boundaries 
of the ionized me:luni, in this instance the positive 
column of length 1 • For simplicity, the positive 
column is regarded as a cylindrical slab of ionized 
gas and it is assumed that the column is correctly 
terminated at the cathodic end of the discharge. 
The direction of propagation of the h,f* wave is 
taken normal to the slab face. 	The result of 
Prime (1952 a) - equation (AS), for propagation in a 
lossy medium may now be appliei; 	the amplitude 
ticnsission coefficient T is given by 
Cosh y4 	( Yly, 	./y) SIh y 
vLerc v nd Y. arc ti propngntion constants of the 
positive column and free space respectively. 	An 
approximation of T 	is possible for t rrcs'nt 
conditions of ol d small, but d large and 3 
comrrablc to 	, th' pbse constant of free sprc'. 
Thus for 
e 	 d(r) 
Co&i Yd = cos 1.'jd5irij4 ; 5nhvc4 = cdCoS13d  
For 	2 <((3t 	 (<1%) 
- C 	Yt/'Y)  
On substituting the above expressions in the equation 
for 	and making the following approximations, 
(3' 	( ( 	 7 .8%) 
(3 	' 	o(,a (3 	( (- 8.8%) 
(32. 	233, od 	-b. 2í3(3,(i (- 3.8%) 
d. d 	0,'& ) 	2(3'3, 	-b 233, (I cd? 1.4%) 
the power transiission co"iijcjent P is 




The errors involved In the aprroxiatjons ere listed 
above In brackets for the smallest value of i end 
largest value of o. used In the experiments. 
Gen -,rally ., th• errors are less than those quoted. 
The power reflection coefficient H. 	Two eases 
may be considered,. In the first, reflection only 
occurs at the interface (anode end) of the positive 
column and the unionized gas. Since the voitage 
atnding wave ratio due to the reflected ve Is given 
by the ratio of the wave impedances of the two media 
(Mcn'omery, et 0.1, p. 369, 1948), 
= 	, (I - 	 .I R) 	(12A) 
on ia-kin, thc 	ixi;Aatjon 0 2  
	
<4 	In the 
second case, the result of Stratton (1941) for a plane 
sheet of dielectric is ised, viz. 
5,n2c(d 	J. 	Sir,ht(3 
Sin 2( 	, 	.h 9irih((3d 
For the present conditions of the media on opposite 
sides of the positive coltsn identical, the perme-
ability of the ionized and unionizd rp3  to be 
no absorption in the guide walls and 
tar, , 	£ c (3. /((3,- ') and SIrø,  




/Z 2 , 
:d 	irl, 
R = 	)/ 3f3) t 
or 	(3 VC 13E 	2%1 I • v(4R -' i) 1, 	 ( l2) 
'4 large. 	For such a condition, the result 
of Prime (195 a) is used and may be quoted for 
ready ref ene. 
T = l(,e 
R = 	(i(2 
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Appendix 3. 
FORCES ACTING ON ELPUTRONS IN AN IONIZED  
tIEDIUM. 
Apart from the force exerted on an electron by 
the electric wave-field R. a number of other forces 
may be considered, An Rnpraissl of t)eir 1rmort-
once is made. 
Plasma resonance. 
The only apparent quasi-elastic force present 
in a gas discharge is that producing plasma resonance 
(Herlofson, 1951, TonIcs, 1931). 	The Gutton effect 
(Mimno, 1937) which caused considerable controversy 
in the early work on ionized gases in h.f e field!, 
Is to be discounted. Gutton's results can be 
explained in terms of plasma resonance (e.g. Appleton 
& Chapman, 1932). 
In the presence of an electromagnetic field, 
with the electric wave-field normal to the discharge 
tube axis, electrons are displaced along the normal 
to the axis. The result is an oscillatory space 
charge layer at the boundary of the discharge with 
a consequent restoring force on the electrons. 
Plasma resonance is set ur in the discharge tube 
when be electron density m is such that 
n 2  mw'  k/ 	see glossary of symbols). This 
condition cor s]:eids to a dielectric constant of the 
- :iU - 
ionized gas equal to u]. (for a cylindricel ionized 
column), if the collision frequency is small e 
Plasma resonance, in contrast to plasma oscillations, 
is thus conditioned by the presence of an impressed 
wave-field and a bounded ionized gas (e.g, discharge 
tube, meteor trail). The earliest measurements of 
plasma resonance were made by TonIcs (1931). The 
condition for plasma resonance has been tested with 
favourable results (e.g. Appleton & Chapman,, 1932; 
Romell, 1951). 
Electron encounters with other particles. 
Collisions between electrons and gas atoms 
aside, electronic encouters' can be of various kinds: 
electron - electron (electron interaction), electron-
excited atom (collision of the second kind) and 
electron-positive ion. The first two types of 
collision can produce n Liaxwe1lian distribution of 
electron velocities for sufficiently high electron 
densities (Druyvesteyn & Penning,, p. 163, 1940): 
furthermore, a theoretical analysis by Cahn (1949) 
indicates that a Maxwelijan distribution exists in 
gas discharges of low field strength and high current 
density, when account is taken of electron inter-
action. (The view has been expressed that h.f, 
plasma oscillations are essential for the establish-
ment of a Maxwellian distribution; Cahn's study 
shows that such a mechanism is not essential), A 
Maxwellian distribution has been accepted for the 
present investigation, in view of the reasonably 
high electron concentrations involve,.'. 	Electron - 
positive ion encounters are considerefi in section 
3.2. 
Lorentz polr1sation term, 
Lorentz (1909) considered the effect of the 
polarisation P of the dielectric medium as altering 
the electric field acting on the electron. Instead 
of E, the field is to bp given as E -'- E' for an 
isotropic medium, where ' is the field within a 
closed surlaoe by the distribution of leetrioity 
on the aiwtaoe. 	X ' /3 K. , where K. is the 
of 
dielectric eonstantfree space. 	Thus the tot-')l 
force actin.:. on th. 1ectron is e ( 	f/ 3K.) 
The valid1t of 	p]in: th n01ci.rit1on term to ri 
ionized medium has often been questioned, although 
its omission in the dispersion theory of mta1s has 
been justified. 	The problem is of considerable 
Importance in ionospheric measurements, Experimental 
evidence in this field of research is conflicting, 
although regent measurements on oblique radio wave 
tbansnilsaion (e.g. Beynon, 1947) support the omission 
of the Lorentz term. This view, generally accepted 
to-day, is justified by the very complete theoretical 
anlysis of Darwin (1954, 1943). A laboratory 
experiment similar to that of Romell (1951) may 
conclusively confirm the omission of the Lorentz term. 
If the Lorentz term be included in the equation 
cf iotion :;f the el ectron, 
r 	= e( E--p/3.) 
where P = ,iex ( h, thn l otron density). 	An 
analysis similar to that of Appendix 1(a) yields 
expressions for the dielectric constant and specific 
condcttvit y in the for:ii of 
= 
and   C;. 
(rn, 	ne 2 13.w) 2 / rn 
for the cociditlon tz )Y 2 
Magnetic field II of the electromagnetic waves. 
1i rorce acting O! the r'lectron b tr.is field is 
€g4. ( v 	H ) 	 v is the 1eotron velocity 
and 	. the permeability of free apace, 	Yor the 
present codittons of H of the same order of magnitide 
as E and v s.aall compared with the velocity of light, 
thin force can be neglected, 
Radiation damDi 
The emission of radiation by an electron 
oscillating under the applied field produces a re-
duction in the kinetic energy of the electron with 
time. For the conservation of energy, it is 
necessary to consider the self-force produced by the 
electron Dn its own motion. Thii force which in 
general is small compared with other forces, may also 
be neglected. 
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Appendix 4. 
TRANSMISSION OF MICROWAVES THROUGH AN 
IONIZE-) GAS - PRACTICAL FORMS. 
For the propagation of microwaves in a gas 
discharge, a complete theoretical treatment is 
possible when the following ideal conditions obtain:- 
a) the ionized gas fills the wave-guide completely 
so that the wave equation for microwave propag- 
ation is made as simple as possible, 
and b) reflection from the terminations of the dis-
charge tube is zero. 
The general problems which may arise in this 
type of experiment are:- 
effect of the discharge tube envelope on 
propagation oharaot eri sties , 
insulation of the wave-guide from the gas dis-
charger 
reflection from determinations of the discharge 
tub e 
effect of holes in the wave-guide necessary for 
the electrodes and the exhaust tube to the 
discharge envelope. 
Transmission methods. 
Various schemes (low Q) are possible in the form 
of 
a) free apace transmission of the microwave radiation 
through the discharge tube by means of a horn 
(Denno, Prime & Cragga, 1950), aerial (Romel]., 
1951) or quasi-optical (D.nzer, 1929; Hasselbeck, 
1932) system. Barlow & Cullen, p. 299 (1950) 
point out the inadequacy of this method for most 
purposes, in view of the uncertainties arising 
from the effect of boundaries and reflections. 
The difficulty incurred by reflection is well 
demonstrated in the results obtained by Denno 
et al. 	It may also be pointed out that the 
quasi-optical method was used when modern micro-
wave techniques were not available; it can now 
be considered obsolete, 
a co-axial trnamission line. In one device 
(Hawkins & Costain, 1949) similar to a noise 
diode, the discharge takes place between the 
Inner and outer conductors of the transmission 
line. Another co-axial, system (Goldstein & 
Cohen, 1951) employs a gas discharge which 
bridges an open section of the central conductoro 
a transmission line in either rectangular or 
circular section wave-guide with the gas 
ci aeharge filling the guide either partially or 
completely (except for a glass envelope insulat-
ing the discharge from the wave-guide). Basic-
ally there are three methods of propagation, 
viz., the gas discharge axis normal to the 
direction of microwave propagation (Pig. 26A; 
e.g. Prime, 1952 b), the axes of the discharge 
- 	­-VA 	MMMMMW 
Lerowaves 
(B) 
microwaves 	 (C) 
Fig. 26. Forms of transmission in wave-guide. 
microwaves 
microwaves 
(d) 	 (b) 
microwaves 
(c) 	 (a) 
Ff5. 27. Transmission in wave-quid. with 
Coineiden? axes. 
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tube and wave-guide coincident (Fig. 26 B; 
e.g. Reesor, 1951), and diagonal insertion in 
thewave-guide (Fig. 280; e.g. Johnson & 
Deremer, 1951). Another device is a modified 
form of bread band transmit-receive (T.R,) tube 
employing resonant elements (e.g. Pringle & 
Whitmore, 1953). 
Further consideration of the par1lel case 
(Fig. 26 k3). 
irrsngement B can be subdivided into four dis-
tinet types, as shown diagrammatically in Fig. 27. 
Types (a) and (b) are complementary* Type(C)fitted 
with rod electrodes was used in the present series 
of exprirnenta. 	Type (d) is intermediate between 
(a) and (a). The preference for wave-guide of 
rectangular section is obvious since the H,0 node 
provides the simplest field configuration. But the 
known features of the glow discharge are complicated 
by the existence of a discharge tube with rectangular 
section, for which a theoretical treatment is never-
theless possible (Spenke & Steenbeck, 1936). Cyl-
indtical wave-guide, although complicated by a field 
configuration expressed in terms of Bessel functions, 
must be users if the existing data on gas discharges 









	Transmission line for the calibration 
of the attenuator. 
null 
i points 
Fig. 29. 	Standing wave pattern. 
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Appendix 5, 
CALIBRATION OF ME VARIABLE ATTNUATOR. 
A microwave attenuation standard was not 
available. 	The variable sttenuator was therfore 
calibrated by comparative power measurement: a 
small fraction of the microwave power in the wave-
guide was absorbed by a movable probe and after 
rectification by a silicon crystal was ultimately 
detected by a sensitive galvanometer, f standing 
wave meter was suitable as the movable probe 
section. 	Assuming that the characteristic 
impe.iance is the same in all sections of the 
transmission line (Fig, 28) and that the crybtal 
of the standing wave meter obeys square law operation, 
then the attenuation (in db.) for a given setting 
of the variable attenuator is 10 log,. 1), /D j, 
D, and D are the galvanometer deflections viithout 
and with the introduction of attenuation. For 
accurate calibration, certain refinements are 
necessary. 	Account has to be taken of the crystal 
calibration, reflections in the trinsinisaion line, 
and possible phase changes when attenurtion is 
introduced, 
Crystal calibration. 	In general the crystal 
response for a iven tuned circuit is D = wE e, 
where E is the electric field at the position of the 
probe and w vnd CE are constants, 	For square law 
operation 	2. • 	mc t:enrtion (in db ) is 
10 l' -' g 10 (D 1 ID, ) 	, so ior cc n- ''ork 	must 
be determined by o11brating the crystal. The 
probe being movable, the crystal calibration can be 
undertaken in the normal way by placing a short-
circuiting plate at the load aide of the standing 
wave meter. 	The galvanometer deflection is 
recorded for different probe positions between a node 
and an anti-node (Barlow & Cullen, p. 125 0 1950). 
The advantae of the movable probe is now evidents 
the crystal is calibrated under similar conditions 
to those of the attenuntion measurement, 
Reflections and phase chayiges in the transmission line. 
In a practical transmission line, unles 
extreme care be taken, reflections can only be reduced 
to values comp - rab1e to a voltage standing wave ratio 
(VSWR) of 1.01. For example, if the load be 
slightly reflective and the probe be set at. an 
* 
anti-node, D, = w(E, 	E j. 	There E, and 74, are the 
incident and reflected 'nve-fields. 	"ith the 
introduction of attenuation in the calibrated 
attenuator, and tkin' 	the extreme case of a phase 
change of 17/4 , D 2 	w( 1 1 - E' and E,' being 
the respective attenu3tecl fioldi. 	The possible 
error in attenuation measurement due to the combined 
effects of reflection and phase change, is best 
illustrated by an example: for a VSWR of the load 
L)O - 
of 1.005 and a phase chaxige of 7/4 , the error 
in an attenuation of 6 db is 2/3%. If the phase 
remains more or less constant over the calibration 
range of attenLition, then provided that the load is 
matched to a VSWR of 1.005 or 1.01, little attenuation 
error is introduced. Readings of galvanometer 
deflection for different attenuation settings are 
taken with the probe at a fixed position in the 
slotted section. This method was adopted in the 
calibration of the varible attenuator; the VSWR of 
the load was 1.005, and phase changes were small. 
A more accurate method, which is essential for large 
phase changes, utilizes the null-points s'oced mid-
way between nodes and anti-nodes (Fig. 29). The 
galvanometer deflection corresponding to the null 
points is proportional to the incident wave-field, 
so load reflection is unimportant except for errors 
due to reflection interaction. In practice, The VSWR 
of the load is made large enough (say 1.08) for accur-
ate lcation of a null point, but not so large as to 
cause considerable reflection interaction. Galvano-
meter deflections for different attenuator settings 
are recorded with the probe at a null point. This 
second method was used to check the fiist calibration 
and agreement was found between the two sets of results 
to within < 0.01 db. Other attenuation errors 
which may be introduced are caused by reflection 
- OV - 
interaction, leakage and instability of the power 
level (Montgomery, 1947). 
The method of calibration described can be 
satisfactorily used for an attenuation range of 
o - 10 db. For higher attenuations,, a standard 
fixed attenuator may be inserted between the gen-
erator and the variable attenuator and a second stage 
of calibration (say 10 - 20 db) undertaken. 	Con- 
sideration is now given to an estimate of the error 
of attenuation measurement for the variable attenuator 
calibrated by this method, over a 10 db. range. 
Individual error 
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REFLECT 014 FROM GLASS CYLIND1S IN '/AVE-
GUIDE. 
In the design of the discharge tube (section 
2 9 2.), it-in necessary to oonsldrr the reflection 
from glass cylinders and taper terminations in the 
cylindrical wave..guide. A comparison between 
a loas].ess glass cylind'r and a dielectric plate 
placed normally to the wave...guide axle shows that 
the cylinder will be refleotiori].ess if its length 
be an integral number of half-wavelengths. 
(Montgomery et al. p. 374, 1948). The wavelength 
in this instance is the ravelength in the wave- 
guide loaded with the cylinder. The optical analogy 
of the interference oonditlon fork a plane parellel 
plate is Obvious, The reflectionj8 condition 
18 illustrated in Fig. 30 for a Kodial glass cylinder 
(about 11 mm wall), which was ground to n shorter 
length and measurements of the voltage standing ave 
ratio (VSWR) were taken at intervals. 	The - 
theoretical minirium VSWR of 1.00 was not attainable 
an tnis occasion, no doubt due to the finite lose 
of the glass and imperfections in wall thickness 
(the glass was hand-drawn). 	In some instances 
a VSWR as Lw as l.Ol. has been obtained. For a 
shorter cylinder, the Maximum VSWR is greater than 




for this particular cylinder is about 4.9 cm. (Fig. 
30). 
A second topic for consideration is the reflection 
from glass taper terminations. It was found 
empiically that for a cylinder with a taper 
termination of reasonable length (about 4 cm), the 
refl.eotionless condition for a cylinder with open 
ends is practically unaltered; however, the minimum 
VSWR obtained depends largely on the symmetry of the 
taper. 	For moderate glass-blowing skill, the 
minimum VSWR can be less than 1.10. 	An example 
may be of interest: for a glass cylinder (open 
ends) of wall thickness 0 9 95 mm, the mir4niumVSWR 
occurred at a cylinder length of 10.0 cm, to be 
compared with a length of 10.2 cm. for a cyiinaer 
terminated in a taper and with the same wall thickness. 
Reesor (1951) has employed a discharge tube with 
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Pig. 31. Bandwidth measurements of the discharge 
wave-guide section. 
(A: wave-guide section loaded with disarge tube 
B: wave-guide section alone) 
Apencix 7, 
PROPERTIES OF THE DISCHARGE WAVE-GUIDE 
STI014 AND DISOflARGE TUBES. 
The frequency is 9400 Mc/e except in bandwidth 
measurements, 
Discharge wave-guide section (refer to Fig. 3) 
No. 1. 	No. 3, 
length of part 2 (orn) 	23.26 	 13.26 
VSWR 	 1008 	 1.11 
Sections No. 1 and 3 were identical except that part 2 
was dt different lengths. The VS"TR of discharge 
wave-guide section No. 1 over a band of frequ.neiee 
is shown in Fig. 31. 	 - 
isoharge wave-guide section loaded with discharge 
tube. 
Discharge tube Discharge tube 
	
No. 7-i 	No. 8-3 
I (see Fig. 4) 	 13 	 9 
Distance between electrodes 
(cm) 	 24.0 	 13.2 
Mean bore of tube (cm) 	 2 100 	 1.97 
Mean glass wall thickness (mm) 	0 0 91 	 0 6 95 
VSWR of complete tube with 
electrodes 	 1.03 	 1103 
The matching features of the discharge wave-guide 
rnt1nn and tha antIAad 	 "" (no 7-1) over  
a band of frequencies are shown in Pig. 31. The 
of the system is low with a bandwidth of 360 Me/s for 
a VSWR of 1.20 (of. Pringle and Whitmore, 1953; in 
their low 4 attenuators, the bandwidth is 650.700 Me/0). 
Effect of sputtering on VSWR of the discharge tube, 
The sputtering of the cathode was considerable 
(section 2.5) and, as was anticipated, a thin 
metallic film on the inner surface of the discharge 
tube altered the matching features of the arrangement. 
The results for a typical tube are shown below 
vsw, 
Before sputtering 	 1103 
After sputtering 	 1.13 
After removal of sputtere 
£i3_rn• ( b 	 means). 	1.03 
The sputtering consisted of a cylindrical semi-opaque 
film surrounding an electrode. The insertion loss 
of the discharge tube probably increased but no 
measurements were made, 
Dielectric Properties of Kodia]. Glass, 
Kodial is similar to Corning 705 AS and B.T.H. 
C.40 glasses. 
Glass 	Frequency  
CM /21) 
705 AS 	100 000 
C. 40 	3 0 000 
Loss 	Relative dielectric 
(tans) costant. 
0.0061 	4.71 
04 0035 (approx) 5.0 (approx) 
Fused quartz 
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Appendix 8 
ThE PURITY OF THE NEON IN THE DI3CHMGE, 
The sources of impurity in the neon gas discharge 
are: 
the initial impurity of the neon in the gas 
bottle 
the residual gas impurity after pumping to the 
ultimate vacuum possible 
desorbed gases from the glass walls and stor-
cock grease, and vapour from the griase and 
silicone fluid 
and d) gases released by the cathode under the 
action of the discharge, 
Each source is considereA briefly. 
The i:ipurity (oxygen, hydrogen) in the neon gas 
bottle is not greater than 6. 10- 
*6 
% by volume, 
according to data furnished by the supplier. The 
major impurity ( < 1% of helium) does not affect 
the concentration of metastable atoms in neon. 
For a 8as filling of 5 mm of mercury, the impurity 
from residual gas at 10
-6 
 mm of mercury (the expected 
ultiiiate vacuum) is about 2,10 %. 
The glass walls were freed from most of the sorbed 
gases by baking at a temperature of 300350 0c. The 
vapour pressure of the stopcock grease and silicone 
fluid is very small, 
- 	 - 
d) It the sorbed gases in the chemically treated 
molybdenum (the cathode material) were to be liberated 
at one instant, the localised impubity within the 
discharge tube would be between 0.1% and 1% (sorption 
data from Duahrnn, pp. 632 9 634, 1949). 
Without doubt, source (d) is the major factor 
in determining the purity of the neon. Although 
the cathode does not release the sorbed gases at one 
instant, a substantial amount must be liberated under 
the intense heating due to the abnormal glow discharge 
(rod electrode alone as cathode). 	Facilities are 
not available for hydrogen treatment of the molybdenum, 
nor for high frequency heating: however, desorptlon 
by the latter process if available, may have cracked 
the electrode's glass-toismeta]. seal. 	In the present 
investigation, the freshly prepared hollow cathode 
reduced the heating of the rod electrode with a 
consequent reduction in the released gases (see also 
Appendix 9). 
Test of the neon purity. The most reliable test 
Is the change in the starting potential of the Townsend 
discharge when the discharge tube Is irradiated by an 
intense neon light source (Dryvesteyn & Penning, 
p. 116, 1940). Und3r the present conditions of gas 
liberation during the running of the discharge, such 
a test cannot be used with certainty. The red 
aureole filling the Faraday dark space is another 
r1%1i a an1ffv A 'It nf ,'in'itv... 	1nr dl nhara• 
- 	 - 
conditions comparable to the present (except that 
there was no hollcw cathode), Druyvesteyn & Wermoltz 
(1931) noted that the aureole had already disappeared 
for an admixture of 0.05% argon. All likely 
impurities (e.g e nitrogen) bhave similarly to argon, 
so accepting the critical value of 0.05% some 
idea may be gained as to the gas purity. A very 
steady maintenance potential V of the discharge 
(Appendix 9) serves as an indirect test of the degree 
of impurity. 	If V is constant to within a 
fraction of a volt, the molybdenum cathode is in a 
highly pure state, and the gas must be likewise. 
Unfortunately, a calibration is difficult since the 
change in V with purity of the cathode is a function 
of the sputtered film thickness. In the present 
investigation the results of Penning and his co-workers 
were not known until later and the constancy of Vg 
was only checked to within a few volts. 
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Appendix 
THE MOLYBD NJM HOLLOW CATHODE, 
Penning & Moubie (1946) and Jrrieanse, Penning 
& Moubis (1946) have shown that for precise 
determinations of the cathode fall in a rare gas 
glow discharge, a pure molybdenum cathode surface 
can be prepared by discharge cleaning. For 
reproducible results it is essential that all glass 
be covered with a substantial sputtered molybdenum 
film. 
The role played by the sputtered film in their 
case and in the present work does not sem to be the 
same t Penning and his oo-workrs attribute three 
functions to the sputtered layer, viz, getter action, 
andtrapping of gas from the walls with the discharge 
initiated and also when at rest, In the rresent series 
of experiments, while these factors may be important 
the function of the sputtered layer as a cylindrical 
Cathode appears to be decisive. High gas purity 
was not obt med when the rod electrode alone 
acted as cathode, presumably because the molybdenum 
had not been desorbed by high frequency heating. 
In comparing the two methods, it was noted that the 
pobentia]. difference V 4 across the tube was reduced 
as a purer molybdenum surface was formed. A 
constant VduP of V4  vins nventually reached; V 
